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Providence College - Providence, Rhode Island

Students Cope With
Housing Crunch” Again
~7T.
by Meghan Perry ’01

'

News Staff

The Providence College
Residence Life Association has
seen a great number of changes
in the Fall 1998 semester. These
changes include new staffing,
additional quadded dormitories,
and three single sex buildings
going coed. While some remain
hesitant about the different
housing policies and procedures
they now face, others have
accepted the changes with
positive feedback and adjusted
accordingly!
A major change in PC’s
housing program is the
additional number of triple
rooms being converted into
quads. In September of 1997
there were 122 quadded rooms
on campus. This year an
additional 44 quads were added,
bringing the total number to 168
quadded rooms. Three of the
dorms - Aquinas, Meagher, and
Guzman - have also become
coed institutions.
The central reason for these
room changes is overcrowding.

The problem stems from the
great demand for on-campus
apartments. Executive Director
of Residence Life, Fr. Kenneth
Sicard, O.P. explains, “More
upperclassmen decided to stay
on campus. Now most of them
got places in the apartments.
However, there were a good
number who weren’t able to get
into the apartments and
consequently went into the
traditional residence halls.”
These
eighty
upperclassmen who were
denied apartments took the
spots that were earlier
designated for the freshmen and
sophomores. This shortage
created less space in housing
and a stronger need for
additional quads.
The room changes were
announced during the Spring
1998 room selection process. It
created immediate conflicts and
many headaches. Students who
desired to live in doubles or
triples were faced with
switching roomates and taking
the alternative quad occupancy.
Incoming freshmen also had to

confront the idea that they could
be living with up to three other
people.
Despite the potential
problems, however, Residence
Life has been able to keep
things in control and lessen the
severity of the situation. Over
twenty of the rooms have been
de-quadded as vacancies arise
from those opting for an off
campus apartment or choosing
to commute to school. In fact,
many of these vacancies remain
open as residents have decided
to stay in their quads.
The new Assistant Director
of Housing, Steven Sears, says
“I came in with the expectation
that there might be some
problems with the quads. What
I’m finding in interviewing the
students is that most of the time
they love their roomates, the
room is wonderful, and you’re
almost taken aback because of
the expectation of problems. It’s
really nice to hear ‘I enjoy
having four people in my room.
I’m learning from them what
they’ve done in life and getting
to know them so well.’”

credits the new
Sears credit
furniture provided by the
Physical Plant, such as the lofts
in Guzman, as one of the many
factors adding appeal to the
room situation. He also notes
that because students want to be
here they are going to do their
best to make the most of the
situation.
Solutions to the housing
crunch are now being discussed.
Sicard said a housing plan for
next year is in the works that
will
explore
possible
alternatives to quadding. He
also dismissed any rumors of
construction of a new dorm.
Sicard stated; “Some colleges
would force the entire junior or
senior class to move off
campus. We’ve never done
anything like that before and
you know it’s probably been
considered. But that’s the type
of thing I would be really
reluctant to do. To me quadding
is the lesser evil.”

Former President Returns To College
Fr. Peterson Lectures on “Monica, Bill and Buddha”
by

Colleen Pappas ’99

Editor-in-Chief

In the past few months per
haps no issue in the political
arena has consumed the Ameri
can public like that of the inves
tigation of President Bill
Clinton . But in the wake of the
constant political commentaries
and speculations, the actions of
the President were examined in
a rather unusual forum recently
on the PC campus.
Last Tuesday, September
22nd, a lecture titled “Monika
and Bill in the Court of
Confucius, The Buddha, Lord
Krishna
and
Princess
Amaterasu,” was delivered at

7:00 pm on the fourth floor of
Feinstein by a very special
guest: Father Thomas Peterson,
O.P..
The current Chancellor of
Seton Hall University, Fr. Tho
mas received his Bachelor’s
degree from PC in 1951 and
served as President of the col
lege for fourteen years.
Among his many achieve
ments as an educator and ad
ministrator, Fr. Thomas also
founded the Asian Studies Pro
gram at PC, becoming the first
professor to teach a class which
introduced philosophical prin
ciples from cultures outside of
the realm of Western Civiliza
tion. The lecture was sponsored

by the Providence College
Asian Studies Program, the very
one he helped to begin.
The aim of last Tuesday’s lec
ture was to examine the prin
ciples of other cultures and to
analyze the current allegations
against our President from the
perspective of an Asian philoso
phy. The main concern of the
lecture centered around the re
lationship of a political leader
to the body of people he may
represent. In order to analyze
the ethical problems associated
with the idea of the President
lying to American people, Fr.
Peterson called upon the phi
losophies of Confucianism,
Hinduism, Shintoism and Bud

dhism.
Confucius, the ancient Chi
nese scholar who lived over 500
years before the common era,
believed that if a leader was
good, the people would be
ashamed not to follow his ex
ample. In other words, Confu
cianism promoted the idea that
a leader’s actions had a direct
impact on the people. Fr.
Peterson suggested the idea of
applying Confucian principles
to our modern world. In terms
of Confucianism, he said, Presi
dent Clinton’s performance
would weaken the society in

Peterson, cont’d Page 6

Election
Policies
Tightened
Class ’99 President
Inducted
by

Carrie Spiros ’00

News Editor

On the heels of last spring’s
Class of 1999 presidential elec
tion scandal, Student Congress
has tightened their election rules
and regulations.
“A member of Student Con
gress committed voter fraud by
casting votes in an election in
which they were ineligible to do
so,” stated Former Congress
President Maura Sichol ’98 in
a statement last year for The
Cowl.
“ This was an isolated inci
dent,” believes Mike Liard ’99,
Sichol’s successor. “It was the
result of an immature, non col
legiate behavior on the part of a
Congress member."
This year, however, is dif
ferent. Students are required to
have their PC ID when voting,
a rule which had been very lax
in the past.
“We are even carding our
friends,” stated Liard. The point
is definitely hitting home.
Both Kevin Hunter ’99 and
Matt Toole ’99 ran again for
senior class president, the only
race which ruled null and void
last year. Toole came out the
winner and was recently in
ducted as President of the Class
of 1999.
Happy with the outcome,
Toole stated, “I am glad every
one came back out and voted
after this last incident. I feel the
process of election was a lot
better run.” He went on to say,
“It was a very clean race and a
lot of fun.”
Congress has also passed the
word onto the candidates for the
upcoming freshman election.
They are checking campaign
advertising more strictly and
holding those members of Stu
dent Congress accountable for
every article of literature they
sign which makes it onto cam
pus.
Liard also pointed out that
Congress will be looking into
the Election process further.
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NEWS BRIEFS
A Message from Security
Tips for keeping your car safe:
Always lock your doors

Remove radar detectors and car phones
from public view
Shut your windows,
even on warm days.

If your auto has an alarm always turn it on.

Student Health Center Hours:
7:30am - 7:30pm

Cadet Recieves Top Honors
Each year, Providence
College Army ROTC has the
distinction of sending well
trained and educated Second
Lieutenants into both the United
States Army and the private
sector. This year will be no
exception to that tradition.
Military Science continues to
attract the best and the brightest
PC has to offer. This is best
exemplified by Cadet Timothy
Starke ’99. Starke has been
identified by the Army as one
of the top twelve ROTC Cadets
in the United States. This
distinction was awarded to
Starke in August of 1998
following his succesful
completion of ROTC Advance
Camp
at
Fort
Lewis,
Washington. At Fort Lewis,
Starke was put through an

intensive five week leadership
evaluation program with 3700
other ROTC cadets from the
country’s 54 states and
territories. Each cadet was
evaluated in many areas
including: leadership, tactical
and technical competence,
physical fitness, ethical, moral
maturity,
planning
and
organizing, and written as well
as verbal communication skills.
Starke recieved 927 out of a
possible 1000 points for his
performance.
Starke ’99 performance on
campus is also extraordinary.
He has achieved an overall GPA
of 3.98, member of the Political
Science Honor Society, the
president of the Pershing Rifles
Club, a member of the
Providence College Leadership

2000 Committee, and co-chair
of the adult literacy program. In
recognition of his outstanding
achievements, Starke was
assigned as the Providence
College ROTC Cadet Battalion
Commander. This is the highest
position a cadet can attain in
ROTC. As the commander,
Starke is responsible for the
training, development, and care
of over 130 cadets.
Starke will graduate from
Providence College and be
commissioned as a Second
Lieutenant in May 1999. He
hopes to begin his active service
with the United States Army in
Germany.
- Josiah Grows ‘99
Cadet Major, S5

Sick Call Hours:

The Political Science Department Presents:

Monday,Tuesday,Thursday, Friday
12:00 pm,
(sign up in person 11:45-12:45)

Hard Ball: Presidential Politics and The Congressional Elections

A Lecture by Chris Matthews

Wednesday
9:00 am
(sign up in person 8:45-9:45)

*Host of CNBC’s popular prime time program, Hardball
*Nationally syndicated columnist, San Francisco Examiner
^Former Speech Writer for President Carter
*Long time top aide to Speaker Tip O’Neill

Nurses are available before and after sick
call

Sunday, October 4th, 7pm ‘
Feinstein Function Room, 4th Floor

GYN Clinic
Tuesday 8:00 am
(by appointment only)

EMT’s

On duty 7:30 pm- 7:30 am
Monday thru Friday
24 Hours a day on Saturday and Sunday
Do not come to the Student Health Center
They can be reached by dialing X2888

VtYmC to- ueC Involved/?
77ie/ Yecvrboofc/ by hiring.If you are interested in joining Veritas, PC’s
yearbook, please come to our meeting. No
experience necessary! We are looking for
individuals who want to have fun (and do a
little work, too!).
Wednesday, October 7, 1998
7pm in Slavin 102
Questions please contact
X2428

What’s Cookin’?
Raymond Hall
October 4- 10, 1998
Welcome Back!
This year, Raymond Hall is
once again featuring:
Manny the Chef’s Especially
For You
(Entrees cooked to order)
Wok Bar
(Create and Cook Your Own
Personal Stir Fry)
Make-Your-Own Belgium
Waffles
Pasta Bar
Spitfire’s Rotisserie Chicken
Salad Bar
Deli Bar
Fresh Baked Pizzas
Ice Cream Bar

Alumni Hall
October 4-10, 1998
Welcome Back!
Alumni is featuring:

The Grill! Where you can
find the special burger of the
day done to order just the way
you like it.
Entree is everything from
pasta dipped to order to a full
turkey dinner with all the
fixings served daily. .

Pizza and Calzones are
available by the slice or
whole HOT GRINDERS
are made to order at this
station, for example, eggplant
parmesan. NEW this year:
Bagel, Pita, and French stick
all done to order the way you
request.

International is where you
can get a taste of the world
done fresh and right in front of
you.

The Salad Bar has a NEW
twist by adding a variety of
sliced meats so you can
design your own chef salad or
antipasto.

Deli! Come and have us make
you a fresh sandwich from our
select deli meats on your
choice of bread or baguette.

NEW line of flavored coffees
located at the bakery.

Bakery! Everything from
breakfast pastries to the
sinfully sweet delights you
have been craving.

NEW line of cappuccino with
seasonal flavors. This month:
Pumpkin Spice.

Submit
Poetry *Prose ^Fiction

for publication
in the

Alembic
Literary Magazine
deadline:12-l-98
send to:Providence
College English Dept,
attn. the Alembic

St. PIUS V
2nd ANNUAL 5K
RUN/WALK
(Sanctioned by USATF)

Saturday, October 17, 1998
Rain or Shine

10:00am Start
Registration Tables Open at 8:00am
Entry Fee - $12.00
Post Entry - $15.00
For race Info, Please Call:

David Lemoi 943-8811
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Providence, Rhode Island is not simply the home
of Providence College but is considered to be one of
the most up and coming cities in the country. Have
you looked around? Federal Hill, Thayer St., coffee
shops, swing clubs, outdoor artwork, indoor
galleries, PPAC, Trinity Rep., AS220, the new skating
rink, Waterplace Park, shopping downtown, crazy
state politics, amazing people and so much more.
There is so much to see, do, and learn about and we
are going to give you a taste of it. Hopefully, we will
inspire you to explore the greater community we all
call home for four years. Here is the first in the
column we like to call...

•as

L

by

Meghan Perry ’01

News Staff

Steven Sears plays an
important role in the Residence
Life Department. As the new
Assistant Director of Housing
this year, he functions as a
mediator to the students,
helping them with their
problems and directing and
guiding them towards the right
paths in their college careers.
Sears served in the air force
for four years between the ages
of 17 and 21. This experience
provided him with an excellent
background in which heavy
emphasis was placed on honor,
respect, and loyalty. Much of
this can be seen in his reason
for choosing to become an
administrator at Providence
College. He felt the honor and
values emphasized in the
mission statement of the college
made the job an attractive one.
He explains, “A Catholic
background, an aspect of
preparedness, making better
people in gerferal. Not just here
in the PC community but
students carry them home to
their family. Also when they
leave here and graduate they
have some sense of being
dedicated to their community,
as well as their family.”
After the armed forces, Sears
continued his education at
Roger Williams College where
he was involved in the Resident
Assistant program. Graduating
with a bachelor’s degree in
social work and elementary
education, he commuted to
Salve Regina College, working
on a Masters of Business
Administration. During this
schooling he remained at Roger
Williams as a hall director
coordinator.
The experience Scars gained
in his residence life positions at
Roger Williams brought him to
the realization that a housing
administrative position was a
path to follow. Learning about
an opening in housing at PC

City Beaty
Photo by Carrie Spiros

really sparked his interest in the
job. He states that much of his
decision to work here came
from “the wonderful things that
I’ve heard about Providence
College in the sense that it’s a
family. Everyone I’ve met whether it be peers I’ve worked
with or my students - they have
this unique dedication. When
they speak about it they’re so
proud. It's such a great feeling.
It makes you realize in life
you’re making such a
difference, instead of being in
an environment which is
business oriented. Here it is
service oriented.”
The duties of the Assistant
Director of Housing, in fact,
reflect the real difference that
Sears is making in the lives of
the students. In the realm of
housing, Sears is in charge of
making sure that students are
happy where they are placed. If
they’re not getting along with
their roommates or feeling
uncomfortable
in
their
environment he is there to
counsel them and lessen their
fear and anxiety. He also works
closely with the Residence Hall
Association and Resident
Assistants giving them “the
opportunity to get some
leadership skills.”
One of the biggest roles that
Sears plays revolves around the
alcohol and judicial process.
Sears looks at this part of his job
with great care because of the

active role he takes in the
students’ lives. He does not see
the majority of these students as
bad, disruptive people. He
instead views them as
individuals with different life
issues that need to be addressed.
He says, “When you meet with
someone it’s sometimes as if
they’re acting out in some way.
Say they destroy a bathroom,
broke glass, or put shaving
cream everywhere. A lot of
times they don’t mean any
harm. There’s something
underlying that - something
that’s inside them that they! re
dealing with and need to get out.
Hopefully I can reach
them...refer them to the right
person.”
Sears is making an important
impact in the lives of PC
students. He has the opportunity
to get an in-depth look at the
different experiences and
problems facing the PC
■community. He knows that he
can play a significant and
beneficial role in many student
issues, uniting individuals and
the community at large. This
role gives him a sense of duly
and purpose, a job that not only
benefits the students but also
himself. Sears sums this up
stating, “Nothing can beat this
place. It’s such a wonderful
feeling in me, such a tight
community.”

Bumper to Bumper
by

Kate Schartner ’01

News Staff

Just in case you have not
noticed, one of the most
significant problems on campus
is lack of parking.
Approximately 66 parking
violation tickets were given out
on Monday, September 21, to
PC students who were parking
on campus without authorized
parking permits. Two students
even made fraudulent stickers
which led to their cars being
towed from the student parking
lots and a fine of $ 100.
This year there has been a
serious parking “crunch” on the
PC campus. With a total of
about 3600 undergraduate
students, there are only 822
parking spots available.
Philip Reilly, Chief of
Security, stated students were
advised last March the lack of
parking for students was going
to be a problem when the
parking permit applications
were given out for this year.
When the applications were
put in every student’s mailbox
last year, they were instructed
to complete the application and
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return it as soon as possible to
the Security Department along
with
their
insurance
information, vehicle regis
tration, student identification
card, and a legitimate driver’s
license.
This year, all seniors, juniors
and commuter students that
applied received parking decals.
This is done because most
seniors and juniors have off
campus obligations such as
internships and student
teaching. Once these students
received their permits, there
were 115 spaces left for
sophomore students. After the
remainder of permits were
distributed 1 86 sophomores
were left without stickers.
“The sophomores who did
not receive stickers were
notified over the summer by a
phone call and letter explaining
to them that they would now be
put on a waiting list for a
permit,” stated Chief Reilly. “I
am still speaking with unhappy
parents who do not understand
why their child cannot bring
their car with them to school.
Some even have legitimate
reasons for needing a car on

campus, but there is just nothing
we can do.”
When all students moved in
this year, the 822 who received
parking permits had until
September 16 to pick up their
authorized sticker. After the
deadline, twenty students did
not pick up their stickers.
Therefore, these stickers passed
to twenty students on the
waiting list.
Students who study abroad
for a semester and were given
full-year passes can transfer
their information over to the
Security Department, resulting
in extra available spots. Also,
if a student is studying abroad
during the spring semester, a
parking permit application for
the following year will be sent
to their home addresses. Their
families should take care of the.
information and mail it back to
the school as soon as possible
so their student can be given a
permit.
Security gives out temporary
stickers, but only for legitimate
excuses such as a medical
emergency. These passes are

Parking, cont’d page 6

Waterfire Brings
Providence Together
By Corey Delaney ’01
News Staff

Shortly after sunset,
hundreds of people form a
mob-like crowd along a river
while medieval music pulsates
in everyone’s ears. Smells of
all types of food fill the fall air.
Illuminating the scene is...fire
on the water? This is either a
Renaissance banquet scene
from your CIV history book or
Waterfire, Providence’s festive
bonfire
sculpture
which
runs
along
the
Providence
River.
Waterfire,
created two
years ago by
artist Barnaby
Evans, returns
this year bigger
and better than
ever.
The
central exhibit
is the torch
sculptures
which rise from
the surface of
the river. The
art form has been increased in
number by fifteen extending
the sculpture into the
Moshassuk
and
Woonasquatucket Rivers
which form the Providence
River at the foot of College
Hill.
To keep the fires running
from, just after dusk until
midnight, costs approximately
$5000, or around $200,000 a
summer. Yet the splendor and
pleasure the sculpture brings
to the city of Providence
assures it’s worth. Whether it
is a child enjoying the blaze
as he would a campfire or an
adult taking a moment for
contemplation, Waterfire
brings a smile to everyone’s
face.
Yet the night does not end
with the sculpture alone. This
year Kurt Dyrhaug, a
Minnesota sculptor, is
conducting a week long “iron
pour”.
In the past
festivalgoers have been able
to make their own iron molds
using a mixture of sand and
water to create anything from
address numbers for their
house to table sculptures.
Outdoor art is displayed
along the stretch of the river.
Galleries and museums stay
open for the public. Live
performances of dance and
music seem to perpetually
inhabit the few empty spaces
along the walkway.
In his interview with the
Providence Journal Bulletin,

Bob Rizzo, director of the
Providence
Parks
Department’s Office of
Cultural Affairs, explains
“From the beginning, the goal
has been to bring the arts
directly to the public.”
As I walked through the
music filled night, I found
myself immersed in art and
culture. Children climbed an
original sculpture that
resembled a giant hand. A
travelling musician wowed the
crowd with his
slight of hand.
Deep,
rhythmic
music blared
from
strategically
placed
speakers and
mixed with the
hum
of
hundreds of
conversations.
The river was
spotted with
gondolas,
canoes, and
paddleboats as
Providence’s
community
took to the water.
Enjoyment alone, however,
cannot pay the demanding
price of the event. Booths
scattered the river, which
displaying Waterfire tee-shirts,
selling for a reasonable price.
Pamphlets covered the table
providing
information
concerning the event and its
history. The donation jar
slowly filled as the night
carried on.
The City of Providence
pledged $29,000 towards the
event. Other donors included
corporations such as Bank
Boston as well as public and
private foundations. The event
relies on its draw of audience
calling for the support of
Providence’s population in
more than a monetary way.
Waterfire relies on volunteers
from the community to light
the fires while travelling down
the river on boats, to collect
donations, and to act as
information booths at the
event.
Waterfire is an integral part
of Providence’s community. A
night away from campus and
the routine of weekends is
invaluable, especially if you
can return to CIV on Monday
with a greater understanding
of past cultures, as well as your
own.
For further information
about the art and music, to
contact as a volunteer, or to
make a donation call (401)
272-3111.
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So You Thought You Were Ready...
For the Guys...

Tips for the Ladies...
by

Christine Campbell ’01

News Staff

Everyone knows the feel
ing; it’s the first day, there are
tears, high school memories,
good-byes to family and
friends...and there is freedom!
The word that used to be a dis
tant echo is now resounding in
your inexperienced freshman
ears. But with this new- found
freedom comes a certain
amount of responsibility. I re
alize this topic has been drilled
into your head by parents,
teachers and orientation lead
ers, and your’e probably pretty
sick of it, right? Well, in col
lege there are a few' things that
they might not have mentioned
that can save your cash,
grades, and often your sanity.
-Remember kindergarten
naps? You will soon re-live
those days.
Between allnighters and early mornings,
naps won’t only save your en
ergy but also your health.
-Get Involved. You hear
about all those clubs like
“IAB”, “PSO”, or “BOP”.
Join in and meet people with
the same interests.
-Don’t wait until your out
of your last clean outfit to do
your laundry.
-Don’t blow all your laun
dry quarters at Louie’s when
beer blast comes around.
-Don’t register for 8:30
classes unless you know you
are a morning person.
-Although your bed is
much more comfortable than

your CIV chair, try not to skip
class due to hangovers.
-Don’t be persuaded by a
senior guy’s charm. You’re
young and innocent, they
know this.
-Call Mom and Dad- you
might find yourself missing
them too.
-Experience Thayer Street.
Ben & Jerry’s and Cafe Para
gon are worth the $7.00 cab
ride.
-Stay in shape. Intramural
athletics provide a wide vari
ety of sports to choose from.
It’s a great way to keep off the
freshman fifteen, and an excel
lent stress relief.
-Respect your roommates.
You didn’t ask for them, but
they didn’t ask for you either.
-Ignore e-mail chain letters.
No, you won’t win a trip to
Disney World or catch a dis
ease if you don’t send 50
people the forward in 20 min
utes. Big waste of time.
-Keep up with your work.
If you miss a class, get the
notes A.S.A.P.
-Take advantage of Sun
days to relax, it’s supposed to
be a day of recovery and rest.
Use it.
-Try to use your common
sense and go with your gut in
stinct if you’re faced with a
tough decision. Be open
minded to new ideas and
people, stay on top of your
work and don’t forget to have
fun. Freshman year will be
over before you know it so stay
focused and enjoy.

by

Phil Angeli

News Staff

The first year of college is
probably the time in your life
when people have given you
more tips, hints and other
assorted comments that are
designed only to irritate,
confuse and worry you. The
following is more of the same
and I have no illusions that any
of this advice will come across
as profound. However, it is
useful and there is a difference
between the message I’m
sending you now and the other
“Freshman Survival Tips”
column found in this issue. To
all the guys out there, disregard
that one and pay it no mind
unless you’re interested in how
the other half thinks. To all the
girls who are reading this, your
attention might be better
served by listening to my
fellow writer Christine
Campbell.
—Don’t waste the next
year by doing nothing but
sitting in your room in front of
Play Station or Nintendo 64.
Get involved. Every single
person out there has something
to offer back to the campus. It
will make your time here all
the better.
—Search out and meet

someone
with
a
car.
Transportation is key.
—Get to know your RA and
be cool with him. No one
enjoys writing you up for
alcohol, despite how often it
might happen.
Resident
Assistants,are almost always
cool guys as long as you’re
smart about what you bring into
your dorm room. If you should
get caught, don’t take it as a
personal insult. He has a
responsibility to do his job
which is more important than
his popularity level.
—You’ll get more girls by
acting like a nicer person during
the week than pretending to be
a stud at Clubbies and
Primetime on the weekends.
—Now that the majority of
dorms on campus are coed -a
luxury I didn’t have as a
freshman- do as much laundry
as possible and pretend not to
have any clue what you’re
doing. You never know what
attractive, kind-hearted member
of the female gender might be
willing to help.
—When making a run to the
“store” on Fridays, the earlier in
the day you go, the better off
you’ll be.
—Always be courteous to
everyone, including: shuttle
drivers and other security

personnel; the custodians who
wake you up with their
vacuums early in the morning
after a late night out; the
cafeteria ladies who won’t let
you into Ray if you forgot your
card and make you wait in line
twice if you want another
entree.
—Make sure that you
possess or are able to borrow
a vacuum cleaner or a broom.
After a few weeks, the stuff
that collects on the floor can
get pretty gross.
—Buy a few cans of air
freshener. Living with two or
three other guys in a small,
cramped room without a lot of
ventilation can make your
room smell pretty ripe.
—Make sure your grades
don’t suffer as a result of
continually going out.
Everyone has the perception
that college is nothing more
than a drunken haze filled with
phrases like “I did what last
night? With who?” And to
some extent they’re right. Just
make sure that you find a good
balance between your social
life and your academic life. 1
guarantee that you’ll have far
less fun if you flunk out and
spent next year living at home
and going to community
college.

Walk For Habitat
Join us for the 2nd annual walk to benefit
Habitat for Humanity of Greater Providence.

Saturday October 24th

9:00 a.m.

Generosity Spans Ocean
Although charity and
generosity are not usually
synonymous with summer
vacation many PC students
continued
their
strong
commitment to service and
gave generously to the
earthquake victims of Portugal.
At the end of July, Portugal
experienced a devastating
earthquake which left many
people homeless and without
basic necessities. Dee Veierra,
the Balfour Center secretary,
has family on the island of Faial,
the hardest hit of all the islands
off the coast of Portugal.
Fortunately, her family was not
hurt but like many others they
did suffer property damages.
Dr. Wilesse Comissiong,
Dean of the Balfour Center,
decided something should be
done to help the victims
including Veierra’s family.
Comissong sent out a letter
asking for one dollar donations
to help the victims of Faial.
This letter was sent to the
Martin Luther King Scholars,
South East Asian scholars,
Balfour scholars, and Textron
scholars. All together these
groups include over one
hundred students.
Two of these students are
Michelle Cruz and Tian Anglin.
“I thought it was great that we
could reach out and help the
earthquake victims,” said Cruz,
’00.
Anglin, ’01 feels the same
way: “I have a job and a house,
so 1 decided this would be a
good opportunity to help others
who are less fortunate.”

Diana Cruz, Interim Director
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
Scholarship Program, speaks
highly of these students, “The
speed with which these students
responded to the letter was
amazing. Letters and checks
came in along with notes of
sympathy for Dee Veierra and
her family.”
These PC students took the
time out of their busy summer
schedules to not only respond
to the letter but to respond
generously and with much
compassion for the victims of
this natural disaster. Many
students far exceeded the
requested donation by sending
five, ten, and twenty dollar
donations along with personal
notes.
Cruz goes on to say, “This is
an extraordinary group of
students to respond so
wholeheartedly, promptly, and
generously to our request.”
Veierra was also extremely
touched by the generosity the
students demonstrated, “I thank
you [the students] very much.
The response that we got from
the students was wonderful and
I really do appreciate it.”
The Balfour Center gave the
donations in form of a check in
Veierra’s name to the Relief
Fund of the St. Francis Xavier
Rectory in East Providence.
From there the money was sent
to Faial to aid the victims in the
recovery and restoration of their
homes, possessions, and the
basic necessities of every day
life.
by Kathy Hebert’01

Roger Williams Park
Contact Habitat office at 401-831-5424

Parking Shortage, Cont’d
only given for one to two nights
parking because the amount of
students that have parking
permits is the same as the
amount of parking spaces
available. When a temporary
sticker user is parked in the
student lot, they are taking the
space of someone with a fullyear parking permit.
Visitor stickers are also
issued for someone who is
visiting for one night only. This
is because there are only about
eight overnight visitor parking
spaces on campus. These spots

are located against the fence by
the Huxley Gates. To issue one
of these permits, the visitor
must go to the Security
Department with his/her license
plate number.
“It’s unfortunate more
students cannot park their cars
on campus. I understand that
having a car on campus is not a
luxury to some students, and
that they truly need them
because of money issues or
school related activities, but we
just do not have the room right
now,” said Chief Reillv.

.

There is a plan currently
being discussed about the
possibility of reconstructing the
area behind Fennell Hall to add
more parking spaces. Also,
reconstructing the area between
the Hunt-Cavanagh Art
Building and Dore Hall is being
talked about. Altogether, this
would only add approximately
60 parking spots, which,
according to Mr. Reilly, is only
a “band aid” to try and help the
situation at hand.
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“Parking remains an issue on campus as C still lacks spaces.
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PC’s New Look:
The Clock, the Library, and Meagher
by

Rebecca Piro ’00

Asst. News Editor

by M.F.

Stauff ‘00

Asst. News Editor

Evolution is a stalwart of our
science, and just like evolution
never stops changing the world
the PC campus never stops
improving.
Many new additions were
done to the College over the
summer. The one which affects
students mostly involves a new
floor of dorm rooms.
Meagher Hall was
remodeled to include 13 new
rooms to bring its total to 66
rooms. A conversion of lounge
space on the first floor and the
rooms belonging to the Office
of Academic Services (OAS)
and Urban Action (UA) on the
ground floor to living space
completcdMeagher’s
remodeling.
According to Richard Kless
‘74, Associate Director of
Residence Life, the bathrooms
on these two floors were both
improved to include showers
and sinks equipped according to
requirements of the American
Disability Act.
Since OAS was ousted from
their offices in Meagher they
were given a new location.
With the opportunity to
consolidate their offices, which
were also in Alumni Hall, OAS
moved into the ground floor of
Phillips Memorial Library.
The purpose of the OAS is
to make itself available to all
students through a combination
of academic and personal
development programming.
This
includes
various

workshops, tutoring, and
outreach. They also provide
specialized aid to student
athletes recognizing their
unique
time
demands,
responsibilities, and rules for
intercollegiate athletes.
Brian Bartolini, Director of
Office of Academic Services,
feels the new location will,
“Enhance our ability to
communicate as a staff as well
as our overall ability to
communicate as an office to the
PC community.”
Included in this new office
will be a combination tutorial/
study area. Located here will
be the Writing Center. The
purpose of this Center will be
to act as an ongoing process to
aid students in improving their
overall writing skills.
New goals for the OAS
include better communication
of their mission to the PC
community, improvement on
services offered, and expansion
of their workshop menu.
“People are finding out more
about us,” expresses Bartolini,
“and consequently, that has
made us a more valued service
to the campus as people learn
about us.”
Other offices which were
moved out of Meagher Hall
were those belonging to UA.
Consequently, a new room had
to be found for this organization
as well. They found their room
in Slavin Center which had been
improved in other areas.
In the ground floor of Slavin
there was once a B.O.P. storage
closet, Primecuts, and a
laundromat. Now these rooms

are converted into the offices of
UA; The office of Barbara
Fiorvanti, Coordinator of
S.T.E.P. 1; and three interview
rooms for Career Services.
An administrator who had
her office moved is Maureen
Quinlan, VicePresident of
Student Services from Slavin
202 upstairs to 306.
On the second floor of
Slavin right near the Pit and 220
is an old coat room. That will
be a new computer store called
CompUtopia. It is now under
construction and will be
completed later this semester.
They will be able to provide
various computer services.
Perhaps the most noticeable
addition to Slavin Center
resides right outside the front
doors. Across Slavin Lawn
stretches a new brick wall with
a clock donated by the 48H>
Student Congress. Maura
Sichol ‘98, President of the
Executive Board for the 48th
Student Congress, promised a
clock for the campus in her
campaign speech in 1997.
Peterson Recreation Center
is one last location which is
being renovated.
Four
racquetball courts are being
removed for some further
improvements which are
currently under construction.

Happy Birthday
21st

Jessica Cotrone

Profile of The Class of 2002
As another year begins, the
Providence College community
welcomes the 993 members of
the Class of 2002. In recent
years,
the
admissions
department has made a goal of
trying to recruit a larger, more
diverse group of applicants with
higher SAT scores and better
graduating class rank. Despite
changes in the way the college
presents itself to potential
applicants, some of these goals
have been realized while others
have not.
The Class of 2002 has an
average SAT score of 1165
which matches previous scores
from the Class of 2001. This
continues to be a significant
improvement from five years
ago when the mean score was
1122. Since then the numbers
have gradually climbed to
today’s present achievement.
In addition to high entrance
exam scores, an impressive
amount of students have
graduated high school at the top
of their class. 33.7% of the
Class of 2002 were ranked in
the top 10% as high school
seniors. 63.1% were in the top
20%, 82.4% were in the top
30%, 90.7% were in the top
40% and 95.9% were in the top
half. Altogether, this year’s
freshman class ranks closely
with the Class of 2001.
The sum total of 993
students also represents an
increase from previous years,
making it the largest class yet
at PC. This number includes

forty three more students than
the former goal of nine hundred
and fifty. Chris Lydon, the
Dean
of
Admissions,
contributes the additional
number to a low summer
meltdown. This term refers to
the few students who, each year,
decide against attending PC in
the fall. This number has been
low for the past several years
because the summer orientation
for incoming freshman is run so
efficiently.

“The freshman class
is more ethnically
diverse than any
other in the past five
years. ”
-Chris Lydon, Dean of
Admissions
Although the Class of 2002 is
among the best that Providence
College has attracted, there are
new goals that have become
priority for the Admissions
Department for the Class of
2003. Most important, said Mr.
Lydon, is making the campus
more diverse in terms of
ethnicity,
culture
and
geographic location. The
freshman class has a larger
amount of ethnic diversity than
any other in the past five years,
with people of color accounting

It’s a brand new semester at
PC, and the throng of excited,
eager students coming back to
campus is a sure signal of the
return to college life. Although
there is no denying summer
vacation has come to an end,
any student will admit studying
and classes make up only half
of the school semester.
Here at The Cowl, we agree
the fun doesn’t have to end.
That’s why we are starting a
new column, College WrapUp, to make sure every student
is fully informed on where all
the excitement is.
Believe it or not, life does
go on outside of Providence
College, and this lively city is
home to a number of colleges
only minutes away.

“College WrapUp will provide
PC with
a link to the
outside world. ”
Brown University, Johnson
and Wales, Rhode Island
College, and Rhode Island
School of Design are just a few.
Our intention is to bring news,
stories, and events happening
at these colleges straight to
you, and hopefully open up the
local community to every PC
student.
We think it is important for
students to be aware of what’s
happening both on and off
campus, whether it be student

activities or administration
concerns at PC or other
colleges. Not only that but fun
events and entertainment
abound if you only know where
to look.
College Wrap-Up will
provide that link from PC to the
outside world. Here is a sample
of the latest events:
The Fall 1998 series of
ContemporaryWriters,
presented by the Brown
Creative Writing Program,
begins on October 1 with
Edwidge Danticat. He will
appear at the Brown Bookstore
at 5:30 p.m. to read from 77te
Fanning of Bones. Ann Hood,
following at 7 p.m., will read
from Ruby. On October 6
Lynne Tillman will read from
her prose at 8 p.m. in the
Russell Lab, T.F. Green. And
Patricia Powell will appear at
the Brown Bookstore on
October 8 at 4 p.m. to read from
Pagoda..
Also, the University of
Rhode Island is hosting its
annual get-a-way weekend for
women from October 23-25.
The Women’s Wilderness
Weekend is an opportunity to
enjoy outdoor activities such as
rock climbing, canoeing, and
Tai
Chi
in
female
companionship. Included for
weekend entertainment is a
Saturday appearance by
Cynthia Burke. The cost of the
trip is $160. For further
information you can contact
Cheryl al (401) 397-3304, ext.
6043.
We encourage students to
stop by The Cowl office with
suggestions
and
tips
concerning off-campus news.
Let (he College Wrap-Up be
your connection to the student

SWING IS BACK!!

for 7.5% of the population. That
percentage is up from 6.2% Contributed by A&E Staff
from last year. However, Mr.
Lydon stated that the would like
Originality has no place in
to see that number doubled to today’s society. Pedal
15% by next year.
pushers, tube tops, and bell
As most people are aware, bottoms have all managed to
Massachusetts is home to the creep back into popularity.
most students with three Monotony has also hit the
hundred and ninety-one. music world where it is
Connecticut has the second common practice to recycle
largest amount with one old tunes into present day hits.
hundred and sixty-seven, They figure - Hey! if it
followed by New York with one worked the first time, why not
hundred and fifty four, Rhode try it again?
Island with one hundred and
This lack of originality
twenty-seven and New Jersey and creativity has not been all
with
seventy.
This bad though, as it has managed
concentration of students from to reintroduce something that
the Northeast, specifically New -is much appreciated: swing.
England, is generally the same Swingers has been sweeping
every year. Mr. Lydon has the northeast with their music
designated this to be another and dance. The release of the
area that could use some reform movie, Swingers, and the
in hopes of creating a wider swinging attitude it promotes,
geographic background at PC. has prompted an exhilarating
He expressed his views by flashback to the Swing Erastating “Right now, we are in the back to the 1930’s and 40’s,
process of trying to attract when dancing was both stylish
applicants from the southern, and sweat-inducing- back to
midwestem and western parts of the shattering blasts of the
the country.”
trumpet and the relentless
While the ethnic and thump of the bass drum.
geographic diversity is a
This music, which in its
pressing concern for the future heyday provided a release
student body, another problem from the daily reminders of
is the unequal proportion of World War II, has been
females to males. Of the 993 discovered anew in these last
freshman, there are six hundred few years of the century,
women and only three hundred resuscitated by such bands as
Cherry Poppin’ Daddies, The
Profile, cont’dpage 6
Brian Setzer Orchestra, Big
Bad Voodoo Daddy, and, here

at PC’s Big Roast, Bellevue
Cadillac.
Swing music is back,
encouraged by GAP commer
cials and by the success of
films like Swing Kids, A
League of Their Own, and of
course, Swmgerv. Now, here
in Providence, there is a place
where “beautiful babies” can
strut their stuff and learn some
new steps.
The club is called,
appropriately, Swingers, and is
located in downtown Provi
dence in what is known as The
Complex. Besides Swingers,
which is only one of four
clubs within The Complex,
there is a piano bar, Polly
Esta’s, and a disco. For $5, an
under-21 year old can roam
from room to room. For the
over-21 crowd, the cost is a
paltry $3. For the Swingers
experience, the price is well
worth it.
Swingers is a spacious
room with a larger than
average dance floor, which is
ideal for when the really
enthusiastic dancers start
flipping and throwing their
partners (Some people are that
good). The room is decorated
in appropriate Swing Era
motif: black and white
checkered floor, televisions
broadcasting relevant retro
videos, a bar, and tables and
stools.
Swinging, Cont’d page 6

Peterson Discuses Clinton;
Asian Philosophies

Want to see a show?
Looking for a little culture...

cont’d from pageI

which he lived.
Fr. Peterson went on to de
scribe the basic tenets of Hin
duism, which concern sharing
existence and the internal con
sciousness, or the soul. In Hin
duism, the inner con
scious is transformed
over and over again
through the process of re
incarnation. For Hindus,
explained Fr. Peterson,
dying is merely an illu
sion; there will always be
a reckoning for the soul
in another life. In analyz
ing the situation that
President Clinton faces in
terms of Hinduism, Fr.
Peterson concluded there
would be a definite time
for the inner conscious to
confront both it’s good
and evil deeds. “Nothing
is permanent in the Hindu
world,” said Fr. Peterson,
"Present actions are fleet
ing and punishment cannot be
avoided.”
The third realm in which the
President's recent controversy
was discussed was in terms of
Buddhism. The basic tenets of
Buddhism are wisdom and
compassion, and the Buddha
told his followers, “Be ye lamps
unto yourselves.”
Fr. Peterson further ex
plained Buddhism by stating,
"Basically, to be strong we have
to know what is right and we
cannot merely follow.” He went

on to say, “Only with modera
tion in our quest for pleasure
will we reach peace.” To relate
the ideals of Buddhism to issues
we face today, Fr. Peterson em
phasized the importance of

Rhode Island College
Theater presents

people of Japan have a clear and
definite origin. The second is
that is that the land and people
must recognize their destiny in
one another. “If one offends
another,” said Fr. Peterson, “one

A Fair Country

Oct.lst-4th
The Servant of Two Masters

November 12th-15th
Noises off
Feb 18th-21st
Fr. Thomas Peterson speaks with Dr. Ann Norton,
Director of the Asian Studies Program.
compassion, saying, “We must
be concerned with those who
arc weak for they too must de
velop within themselves what is
right.”
The final ideology which Fr.
Peterson discussed was
Shintoism, the indigenous reli
gion of Japan. Shintoism, which
has its foundation in ancestor
worship, plays a major role in
Japanese folklore. The origins
of Japan itself, Fr. Peterson ex
plained, are based on two main
beliefs. The first is that the

Annual Spring Concert

is offending the entire nation.”
Fr. Peterson ended his lec
ture with a summary of the way
each ideology can be used to
reach a “snap shot conclusion”
with respect to the controversy
surrounding President Clinton
and Monika Lewinsky. The re
sult of the lecture was that the
audience was provided with ide
ologies from different cultures
from which to draw conclusions
about the controversy surround
ing the President.

March 4th-7th
Cabaret
April 22-25th
Box Office Phone
1-401-456-8060

EXTRA,EXTRA!’
Tell us all about it...
If you have any ideas
regarding stories or
issues you think the
Cowl should be covering,
please do not hesitate to
tellus.
Drop off ideas in the
News Editors Box in the
Cowl office
Lower Slavin 104A.
Please leave your name
and a phone number
where we can contact
you.

Women’s Center of Rhode Island, INC.
Women’s Center Commenmorates October’s Domestic Violence Awareness Month
The Women’s Center was founded in 1974 and is approaching its 25th year helping women in
need.
It is a private, non-profit organization providing safety and support to women and their
children who are experiencing interpersonal abuse or are homeless due to a crisis.
For more information call their

24 hour hotline- (401) 861-2760

Thanks,
The News Staff

Profile Cont’d
ind ninety-three men, creating
i 60% to 40% difference
between the sexes. Mr. Lydor
contributes the main reason foi
his problem to be the way PC
las presented itself. In pasi
years, the college has created an
mage as a familyoriented
dose-knit institution that places
i top priority on the quality ol
ife during the four years speni
lere. This image is often more
ittractive to females and theii
parents. Males and their parents
end to place more emphasis or
what happens after those foui
years, in terms of a career.
The final goal for next year’s
:lass is concerned with the
overall academic quality. The
Admissions Department has sei
1 goal of having upwards ol
5000 applicants to choose from
line hundred and twenty-five
final enrollees, an average SAT
score of 1180 and at least 35%
if freshman in the top 10% of
heir graduating class.

To volunteer call
(401)861-2762

Swinging
Cont’d
The club is especially
flooded on Thursday nights
[under-21 night) by area
college students. Arriving
early will guarantee a spot on
the dance floor as well as
dance instructions. It is
completely unnecessary to
know how to swing (though
some couples are eager to
show off their near-profes
sional moves) and the lessons
are not required- just fun.
As the night wears on and
the dance floor gets smaller, it
is nearly impossible not to
have a good time. The dance
steps are new (at least for our
age group), the music is
timeless, and Swingers has the
perfect atmosphere to swing
the blues away with friends.
Swing music and dancing is
one facet of the century that
bears repeating.

He’s on a
collision course...

She’s a gang

wKh a good career.
LESS CRIME IS
NO ACCIDENT

less crime is
NO ACCIDENT

It takes you — and programs that work!

It takes you — and programs that work!

Call 1-800-WE PREVENT,
and we’ll send you a free booklet
on how you can support programs
in your community that keep kids
away from crime and crime away
from kids.

Call 1-800-WE PREVENT,
and we'll send you a free booklet
on how you can support programs
in your community that keep kids
away from crime and crime away
from kids.

www.weprevent.org'
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It was Eddie’s first day back from drug
rehab. He’d been clean and sober for thirty
days. He was scared about making it outside
But he found support in the community.
Treatment programs and people like you help
Eddie and kids like him stay away from drugs
Eddie knows it's one day at a time. He also
knows he doesn’t have to do it alone.

It takes you — and programs that work.
Call 1-800-WE PREVENT, and we’ll send
you a free booklet on how you can support
programs in your community that keep kids
away from crime and crime away from kids.

1-800-WE PREVENT

TAKE A BITE OUT

U.S. Department of Justice
Crime Prevention Coalition of America
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Dealing With Disability
by Meg Lane ’01
Edtorial Staff

Before this summer, I had
never given much thought to the
subject of the disabled. 1 had
known only a few disabled
people and I had never been put
in a position where I needed to
interact with them on an intense
level. This all changed when I
was granted an internship at the
National Theatre Workshop of
the Handicapped. NTWH,
which was founded twenty
years ago by Brother Rick
Curry, S.J., is a school of per
forming and fine arts geared to
fit the needs of disabled indi
viduals.
Before this summer, NTWH
had only one campus, which
was located in New York. The
New York school offered
classes but no housing accom
modations so the only students
to participate were ones who
lived in the area. This summer,
however, NTWH opened its
second campus in my home
town - Belfast, Maine. The
Maine campus provides dorm
rooms, so students from other
locations could participate in
the workshops. Students came
from New York, California, and
even as far as Ireland. They
ranged in age from 18 to 78 and
for most,, it was the first time
being in Maine. When I re
ceived the internship, I was ex
cited to be a part of the inaugu
ral summer of such a program,
yet in all honesty, I was nervous.
Since I had very limited expe
rience with the disabled, 1 was
not sure how I should approach
them, or how they would re
spond to me.
As our first group of students
arrived at the airport in early
July, I felt an extreme sense of

apprehension creeping over me.
We picked up approximately
thirty students, which included
wheelchairs, visually impaired,
and amputees. I wasn’t sure
whether 1 should rush over to
them, offering help, or if 1
should just be there, greeting
them and able to help if they
requested my services. I wasn’t
sure if I should talk to them as

ently than an able-bodied per
son.
The other interns and I all at
tempted to act as though we
were not nervous in the least,
but inside, we were. For many
people, the subject of disabili
ties is difficult to talk about.
Because many able-bodied
people have no experience with
anyone who is disabled, they

Many able-bodied
people have no
experience with anyone
who is disabled, they feel
intimidated by the
subject and push it out
of their minds so they do
not have to deal with it.
if they had no disability, or if 1
should ask them about it. I was
unsure if it was okay for me to
look at a prosthetic leg, or if 1
should pretend 1 didn’t notice it.
I felt as though I knew virtually
nothing, but it soon became ap
parent that there was nothing
special that I needed to know.
These students were human be
ings, they were exhausted from
long flights and delays, they
were thrilled to be in Maine for
the first time, and they did not
expect to be treated any differ

feel intimidated by the subject,
and push it out of their minds
so that they don’t have to deal
with it. However, with so many
disabled Americans in our
population, it is ridiculous to
think that we can hide from this
problem. And as I soon learned,
there is no reason to hide.
During the hour-long bus
ride back to the school, I began
to talk to a young man with a
prosthetic leg. 1 was hesitant at
first, but those feelings soon dis
appeared. We talked about col

Neighborly Treatment, Cont’d
to police officers if some
choose to show a case of “teen
age bias?” It seems like some
officers believe in the guilt be
fore proven innocent rule.
Sesame Street is a perfect ex
ample of a television program
that portrays police officers to
children as friendly, approach
able individuals they can go to
for help in any situation. The
children see the happy-golucky officer tending to
everyone’s needs and enjoying
the job thoroughly. Let’s get
back to reality. Too many po
lice officers have a major atti
tude, especially toward teenag
ers. No one wants to feel as if
they are unequal to a police of
ficer or anyone else. Ifyoung
people are always accused of
doing something wrong, even
when innocently standing on a
sidewalk, then they will prob
ably end up doing it anyway.
Now, let’s get back to the
sidealk incident. Suppose a

lege, sports, politics, and mov
ies. I talked to him as if he were
one of my good friends, and I
soon realized that his leg wasn’t
an issue. I looked at him and I
saw John, an actor and athlete.
1 didn’t see a prosthetic leg.
Looking around the bus, I felt
the same when I saw the rest of
thestudents, as well. They were
individuals, with hopes and

group of middle aged people
were engaging in a nice conver
sation on the sidewalk after din
ner in a restaurant. Do you hon
estly think a cap would stop and
warn them they are conducting
themselves in a disorderly man
ner? I highly doubt it. What
harm are a bunch of teenagers
doing while holding a conver
sation on the sidewalk? Auto
matically the officer exhibits the
macho attitude and assumes
something illegal is going on.
Meanwhile, ten cars go by do
ing 60mph in a 25mph zone
with only fog lights on. Since
the officer was so busy attend
ing to the sidewalk offender, he
did not notice. If a cop politely
explained to young people the
cause for concern and gave
them some alternatives to their
action, some hostility may be
spared. “You know, I would ap
preciate it if you people could
move off the sidealk so it is not
obstructed. Maybe you all

could go sit on the benches
they have in the park.” I think
that would be a nice way to
handle it. These officers can
not expect repect from young
people if they do not give re
spect. Granted, there are many
teenagers who would show
disrespect to officers regard
less of whether respect was
shown to them. The important
thing for officers to realize is
those select teenagers do not
represent all young people to
day. I do give credit to the po
lice officers who did not fit this
description and have realized
stereotyping individuals is not
what the country needs to im
prove itself. Maybe if more
people were talked to in a civi
lized tone when unknowingly
doing something wrong, there
would be less “oinking” noises
heard and a few clearer side
walks.

dreams, with fears and stories.
As I soon learned, there was
nothing “handicapped” about
them. I was quickly learning
that a person who is able-bod
ied can be more handicapped
than a person in a wheelchair if
their attitude is negative. So
much in life depends on per
spective, and the perspectives of
the students were phenomenal.
By the end of the first week,
I was comfortable with all the
students and the fact that they
were not able-bodied did not
matter to me. The thing that im
pressed me most was that there
were students who had fewer
limbs than me, and they were
accomplishing more than I ever
dreamed of accomplishing.
There were students who
couldn’t see with their eyes, yet
they took advantage of their
other senses and saw beauty
through them. It was amazing
to listen to them speak about
what they “saw”. At the same
time, I found that there were
times when I was sure that 1 was
comfortable with them, but then
I would realize that I still had
reservations.
One afternoon, John and I
were at a supermarket and I no
ticed a little girl who could not
stop staring at his prosthetic. I
felt myself becoming annoyed
with her; I assumed that her
stare would make John feel as
uncomfortable as it made me.
But John, catching her eye,
winked at her before turning to
me to say “Meg, that girl is

checking me out! 1 think she
wants me.” His acceptance of
others’ stares never ceased to
amaze me. He was comfortable
with his disability, and because
of that, he didn’t have one. To
John, the fact that he has only
one leg is like to me, the fact
that I have curly hair.
Every one of the students I
met this summer was well
aware of the fact that they were
disabled, but they were also
aware of the fact that they could
accomplish thing even with
their disabilities. John runs
track on scholarship at USC.
One student was a one-legged
stunt man in movies like
“ConAir.” The students were
constantly amazing us.
Their acting and singing
skills were amazing, as well.
The first time we saw them per
form on stage, every member of
the staff was stunned. The per
formances were incredible, and
several were powerful enough
to bring tears to the eyes. A fel
low intern later remarked,
“Watching them on stage...I just
couldn’t stop the tears, because
it was so amazing to see them
all performing like that. Then I
realized, what was I expecting?
They are actors. They are per
formers. This is what they do.
Did 1 really think that just be
cause he needs crutches to
stand, he couldn’t act? She
summed up the experience per
fectly. Far too often the as
sumption is that just because a
person needs a wheelchair to get
from place to place, they can’t
do anything. Too often we as
sume that if a person is disabled,
they can’t communicate on the
same level as the able-bodied.
This, more than anything, was
what bothered our students.
One student who needed a
wheelchair told me a story of
how he went to a bar and dance
club, only to be approached by
a woman who said to him
“What are you doing here?”, to
which he replied “What do you
think I’m doing here? The same
thing you’re doing!” Every stu
dent at the school was fully ca
pable of being socially active.
The conversations were intelli
gent and thoughtful, and the stu
dents liked to go around town,
to the bars and movies, more
than most of the able-bodied
people who live in the town.
The summer ended, leaving
me with a new perspective. The
only limits we have are the lim
its we put on ourselves. More
importantly, we shouldn’t be
concerned with defining what
others’ limits are. The human
body and the strength of the
human character are amazing
things—and they are no more
or less amazing if the body has
one leg or two.
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Asst. Editorials Editor

How many of you
paused to stop and read this
editorial just because of the
title? I’m not surprised if
you did. Lately, I’ve been
wondering about the pres
ence of beer in our lives at
PC.
A person would have to
be blind to ignore the empty
beer cans which adorn our
otherwise pristine and wellgroomed campus. Beer is
everywhere at Providence
College. In almost every
dorm and apartment eleva
tor, an empty beer can leans
in the elevator and fills the
air with it’s noxious odor
and less than pleasant yel
low tint. Every Sunday
morning one can look for
ward to a puddle of beer on
the elevator floor, and a

1997-98
I. Commentary articles and letters to the Editor are welcome
from any member of the PC student body, faculty or adminis
tration. Submissions from those outside the PC community may
BE PRINTED IF SPACE PERMITS.

II. All submissions to the Editorial Department are subject to
If THERE IS A SPECIFIC PART OF

THE EDITING OF THE EDITORIAL STAFF.

to one simple conclusion: col
lege students have an obsession
with beer.
Most colleges in the United
States can bemoan their under
age drinking problems and the
presence of alcohol on their
campuses. Every time some
one dies of alcohol poisoning
or a DWI accident, the details
of the incident can be found in
papers throughout the country.
Beer is present on nearly all
college campuses. PC is no ex
ception. One can’t ignore the
fact that beer is a major part of
life at PC. Even if you don’t
drink it, you are bound to run
into Bud Light, Icehouse, or
Corona at some point in your
college career. Even college
sponsored events aren’t com
plete without the cans, bottles,
and kegs which symbolize col
lege life. Beer companies are
targeting college students in
their advertising and we’re

been bombarded with ad
vertisements for candy
and cereal. The same tac
tics are used for beer. The
only difference is that
candy and cereal were al
ways legal to consume and
could never kill us or
cause the death of another
person.
Industry and society
are largely to blame for the
drinking problem on col
lege campuses across the
country. Commercials
and magazines lure stu
dents into buying their
brand. Beer is the college
student’s candy. It’s
cheap, it’s accessible, and
society has taught young
adults that when you go to
college, you drink beer.
The history of college
life has added to the glam
our of guzzling. Movies
like “Animal House”,

Beer companies are
targeting college students
in their advertising and
we’re drinking it up.
trash room that so smells so
repulsive the door has to be
closed so residents don’t gag
as they walk by. PC stu
dents also contribute mas
sive amounts of aluminum
and glass to the Rhode Is
land recycling effort-although I’m quite certain the
environment was not the
concern when six and forty
packs were being pur
chased. It all comes down

drinking it up.
Perhaps college students are
an easy target. It’s obvious that
we’ve taken the bait, parading
around in Bud Light t-shirts and
decorating our campus with
empty cans and bottles. Col
lege students are supporting the
beer industry. It’s been this
way for years. College students
are supporting the beer indus
try. It’s been this wau for years.
Since our childhood, we’ve

made before our genera
tion, depict a keg-filled,
toga clad world of happy,
drunken college students. It
seems almost like a warped
tradition. College students
have been drinking beer for
years and there is no end in
sight. The only thing a stu
dent can do is use their own
good judgement and try to
ignore those damned talk
ing frogs.

A Question of Respect
by

Editorial Policy

Kimberly Cutrone ’00

Maryssa Reed ’00

Editorials Staff

Did you know you can
get arrested for standing
around on a public sidewalk
with a group of your
friends? Yes, this is known
as disorderly conduct be
cause the sidewalk is being
“obstructed.” This is surely
hard to believe, but if the

group was told nicely to keep
moving they would probably not
have a problem with it. It is the
attitude of police officers that
most young people have a prob
lem with. 1 have witnessed this
situation first hand and was ap
palled at the ignorance and lack
of respect that some police of
ficers show towards young
people.
Most children are raised to

believe police officers should
be admired and respected
because of their line of duty.
They risk their lives every
day in order to save the lives
of others. 1 think most indi
viduals wo’uld agree with
this. But how are yound
people supposed to look up
Neighborly, Page 8

YOUR LETTER YOU DO NOT WISH TO HAVE ALTERED, PLEASE SEE A MEM

BER of the

Editorial staff prior to publication.

III. All letters must be double spaced and limited to 250 words.
Letters must be signed; however, if you do not wish to have
your name appear in print, please contact a member of the Edi
torial Staff or the Editor-in-Chief. Complete anonymity may
BE GRANTED IF THE SUBJECT IS OF A PARTICULARLY SENSITIVE NATURE.

IV. The staff respectfully requests that all articles contain
NO personal attacks.

V. All submissions must be delivered to The Cowl office no later
than

Tuesday

prior to Thursday publication.

VI. All letters accepted for publication are the opinions of
the writer only, and do not necessarily reflect the viewpoints
of the The Cowl staff.

Most children are raised to
believe police officers
should be admired and
respected because of their
line of duty.
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Jimmy Lovely Pi^co

All You Can Eat

$4.99
Join Jimmy In His New
Dining Room and
Get Down With The
GetDown!”
Walk In Monday and
TUESDAY ONLY AND CHOOSE

from Jimmy’s All You
Can Eat Pizza Selections
and Free Soda
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Hungry?
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OPEN Friday and Saturday till 3 AM
( For Fast Service Call
(/•

Jimmy Love’s Pizza

351-1819
FREE Delivery

/•
/•
•

& Tennessee Fried Chicken

600 Douglas Avenue (Next To Club Eagles & CVS)

•j

TENNESSEE FRIED CHICKEN SPECIALS
2 Piece with French Fries & Salad
3 Piece with French Fries & Salad
4 Piece with French Fries & Salad

4.50
5.25
6.00

Leg, Thigh
Breast, Leg, Wing
Breast, Leg, Thigh, Wing

8 Pc.Chicken
12 Pc. Chicken
16 Pc. Chicken

9.19
13.00
13.00

14.19* Dinner
20.00* Dinner
26.50* Dinner

*Includes French Fries, Garlic Bread & Salad

FRESH CALZONES

Cheese
Ham & Cheese
Italian
Sausage
Meatball
Chicken Parmigiana
Vegetarian
Broccoli and Feta
All Calzones Include Cheese & Sauce

4.95
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50

APPETIZERS

Buffalo Wings (Dozen)
4.65
Tennessee Wings w/ Hot & Blue Cheese
4.99
Mozzarella Sticks (1/2 lb.)
3.99
Seasoned Wedges
2.25
w/ Cheese
3.75
w/ Bacon Bits
3.95
Garlic Bread w/ Cheese
1.95
Onion Rings
2.99
Chicken Fingers
4.50
Buffalo Fingers
4.85
Extra Sauce: Hot, Blue Cheese, Sweet &
Sour, Honey Mustard, or BBQ Sauce - 351

PIZZA

I

10"
16”
Cheese
3.75
7.99
1 Topping
4.95
8.99
2 Topping
5.75
9.99
3 Topping
6.50
10.99
4 Topping
7.25
11.99
Jimmy's Deluxe-Any 8 Items $14.99

*

Hit
// *
/•

V—■_______________

SUBS

Sm.
4.25
4.50
3.65
3.65
3.65
3.65
4.25
4.25
4.25
4.25
3.65
4.25
4.25
3.65
4.25

Tuna Salad
Chicken Salad
Italian
Ham & Cheese
Salami
Turkey Breast
Pastrami
Roast Beef
Chicken Parm.
Veal Parm.
Meatbail
Veggie
BLT
Sausage
Eggplant Parm.
Chicken Caesar Salad Roll-Up
Gyro
Chicken Cutlet
Buffalo Chicken

JIMMY’S GOURMET
PIZZA

Lg.
5.50
5.50
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
5.25
5.25
5.25
5.25
4.65
5.25
4.95
4.65
4.95
5.95
4.65
5.25
5.50

4.25
4.50

Lg10.50
10.99
11.25
12.00

5.95
6.95
4.95
5.50
6.50

Sm.
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95

3.95
5.50
5.50
5.50
5.25

SALADS & EXTRAS

Greek
Chef
Garden
Grilled Chicken Caesar
Spinach Pie
w/ Cheese
Baklava
Cheese Cake
w/ Topping
Brownies or Cookies

*
Sm.
Lg3.95
Cheese
4.95
3.95
Pepper
4.95
3.95
4.95
Onion
4.25
5.50
Mushroom
4.95
5.95
Jimmy Bomb*
★Cheese, Peppers, Onions, Mushrooms & Salami

* STEAK & CHEESE

.•
\•
A •
Il •

/ •
' •

4.50
4.50
2.99
5.00
2.25
3.25
1.75
1.99
2.25
.99 each

J

k

$4099 I
I

| Hot Or Mild Sauce Blue Cheese Dressing |

For

I

Get A Smail 10” Cheese Pizza | Get A Large 16” Cheese Pizza

I $12^

With Coupon Only
Cannot Be Combined With Any Other Offer

r
i

EDEE

i
i
i
I

OlFS,, I
Small Cheese Pizza :

i <

Or

} For

i
i
i

With The Purchase Of A Large
One Topping Pizza At Regular Price

FREE

(Additional Toppings $1.00)

With Coupon Only
Cannot Be Combined With Any Other Offer

Small 1 Topping
Pizza & Soda

|

(Additional Toppings $1.00)
With Coupon Only
Cannot Be Combined With Any Other Offer

• ••

|

With Coupon Only
Cannot Be Combined With Any Other Offer

I
I
|

Plus Tax

FREE

For

With Coupon Only
Cannot Be Combined With Any Other Offer

Any Large Sub
I
French
Fries & Soda
I
I
I
I
With Coupon Only
I
Cannot Be Combined With Any Other Offer
J

Plus Tax

With Coupon Only
Cannot Be Combined With Any Other Offer

I
I
|

I

I
"I
Buy Any Large Pizza
And Get The Second
One Of Equal Or
Lesser Value For

With Coupon Only
^Cannot Be Combined With Any Other Offer

* ** **

S3

1

$■799 !

(Additional Toppings $1.00)

1----------------------

•......................... —•

a

PASTA

Sauce
Meatbail
Veal/Chicken Parm.
Sasuage
Pasta With Vegetables
All dishes include garlic bread.

f Large 1-Topping Pizza ! 12 Piece Chicken 1 20 Piece Chicken T
Large 16” Cheese
I
12 Buffalo Wings
Pizza • 2 Sodas
e

a

DINNER

Chicken Fingers
Gyro
Bacon Burger
w/ Cheese
Buffalo Wings w/ French Fries

* EGG SUBS *
Ham & Eggs
Pepperoni & Eggs
Sausage & Eggs
Pepper & Eggs
Mushroom & Eggs

Sm.
5.50
5.25
6.00
5.50

Shrimp
Broccoli
Barbecued Chicken
Pineapple & Ham

I
I
I
I
I
I
.J

• •

rfO
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Sitting next to Leibniz on a
Washington D. C. Metro

Down
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Once I had lofty thoughts of fluffy
clouds
And believed I could make them rain,
I danced and played, singing praises
aloud
Oh how I wish to go back there again.

Vinyl seats sweat
As Summer sticks to your hands,
Leaving an impression on the poles they grasp,
Is this all we have to remember you by?

Plato’s Chariot now runs upon a track, is never late,
And curbs vile Passions by
Speeding through graffiti-lined streets
So we will never be insighted to read,
In 20 different colors,
Why Cool Disco Dan is dead.

Now I’ve nothing left but tears I’ve wept
Since three sharp blades pierced my
side,
Forlorn angels swept the dreams I’d kept
Into the pale ash that was my pride.

This is the well-oiled Machine Age,
When miracles are manipulated through microscopes
And emotions encyclopedialized, for easy reference.
All things of the universe can be reduced to
Subway pigeons, who peck for kernels in water-darkened holes.

Yet you look from the train window and
Glimpse a man, stripped to the waist,
With pagan skin and glistening muscles
The field his sphere
The sky his center be,
Lord ofcrickets and evening thunderstorms.

I’ve died for my lies a thousand times
In this hole feeling unearthly despair,
Jeremy Bolt ’00
Features Writer

His hut is beneath a railway bridge
And his fire before his hut.
He synchronizes the trains’
Arrivals to a can OF baked beans on the fire,
And whistles a song to survive the summer.

s

Laura Rodini ’01
Features Writer

BARGAINS BY THE BAGFUL

What do you want
out of Life?
I want to be elegant to be known to be elite to be quiet and filled
with fire to be a gypsy princess. I want to be the word “creative,”
to be so blue that I turn into glass or the sea or melt into the azure
sky. I want a hammock one hammock in the sun and shade cool
night waters a sea breeze and salt on my checks. I want a kiss, a
quiet soft kiss to barely press my lips and I want your eyes. I want
to slowly open my eyes and for yours to be there gently looking
down at me. I want to be exotic and pure and green like a glittering
jewel. I want red poisonous lips that taste like cherry. I want to
cry to cry forever like a dream, like the sky to cry I want to cry
your eyes and you are me, do you see? Do you see the gypsy
princess with soft tantalizing hips that sway to this climbing frenzy
but slowly, so very slowly. I want a night as black as velvet and I
want the night to slide up my arms. I want to be the perfume of
mystery, the knot in your chest, the eerie moment before daybreak
of violet silence. I want to eat strawberries from a crystal bowl
with you, and J want the music of my past to whirl about your
ears. I want wet sand beneath my toes and a white porch with two
rocking chairs. I want to be a Buddhist, anarchist, Zen master
goddess and I want to reside in my head for the winter. I want to
be a blizzard in frenzy, a fury of white miracles in a whirlwind
kaleidoscope. I want to be the blues. I want a thick carpet of
grass, a quill and a glass of wine. I want to be your intoxication,
your insanity, your drug to numb your pain and heighten your
lust. I want another day of folk music, sailboats, and my daddy. I
want to sparkle like your memory, like a fall afternoon and a red
Schwinn bicycle coasting through the summer. I want you to hold
me now just hold me for a moment or forever, and I want my own
cave by a cold, cold sea. I just want to be a gypsy princess.

A!______
INUTE i
PHONE CARD
_________ No Purchase Necessary
Present this coupon along with your College ID
at Ames Customer Service Desk

Coupon expires Saturday, Oct. 10, 1998

Notebooks, Binders, Portfolios
Pens, Pencils, Highlighters
Backpacks, Lunch Totes
Calculators, Floppy Disks
Portable Stereos, CDs, Tapes
Coffee Makers, Fans, Toasters
Sheets, Pillows & Towels
Health Care Products
Snacks & Beverages
Plus Many More Essentials
For Your Campus Life!

O
O
o
o
o
□
O
O
O
O

Check Ames Web Site...Find A Special oner

FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS ONLY!
Visit Us On The Internet At

www.AmesStores.com

Katie Miller ’01
Features Writer

8TS98-3
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COUPON EXPIRES Saturday. Oct 31. 1998

Coupon valid lor savings off Regular Price 150-Mlnute
i
■ Phone Card only. Not valid in conjunction with any other
i
■ discount. Prior sales excluded. Customer responsible for
1 applicable taxes. Coupon redeemable at face value only. I
Limit 1 cuupun per customer.------------- ----------------------------- ■
I Coupon
NewPOS: Handle as
must be surrendered
Store Coupon
I at register to receive discount.

I CASHIER: Key all units. Tender as
I
$10 value COUPON TYPE 2

FOR THE AMES STORE NEAREST YOU CALL I

T -8OO SHOP AIV1ES

I

Professional Nail Care for Ladies and Gentlemen

TT»216o off

Queen
Nails
351-1227

With Coupon Only
Not Valid With Any Other
Offer Or Coupon
Expires 10/24/98

I
I
I
I
I
I

Queen
Nails
351-1227

With Coupon Only
Not Valid With Any Other
Offer Or Coupon

Expires 10/24/98

I
I
I
I
I
I

i

I

Queen Nails
»2ioo of
full 6et

■

'Hurry, supply is limited!
MMfer valid only while they last!

575 Taunton Avenue, East Providence, Rl 401-434-0114
155 Bald Hill Road, Cranston, Rl 401-463-6170
265 Washington Street, South Attleboro, MA 508-761-6200
51 Silver Spring Street, Providence, Rl 401-351-4480
699 Hartford Avenue, Providence, Rl 401-272-6040

^1.1007
351-1227

|
■

Mon.-Sat. 9:30am To 8:00pm

I
I
! With the Purchase Of f20 Or More I
I Queen
(Limit 1)
I
With Coupon Only
I Nails
I
Not Valid With Any Other
Offer Or Coupon
I
I
Expires 10/24/98
3514227
J

Air Brushing I Nail Charm

With the Purchase Of s20 Or More
With the Purchase Of J20 Or More
Queen
With Coupon Only
Not Valid With Any Other
Nails
Offer Or Coupon
351-1227
Expires 10/24/98
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Will I Ever Really Know
Everything?
Okay, so I’ve finally reached
my senior year. I could go on
and on about what it’s like to
be in my last year of college. Or
I could reflect back upon what
these last three years have
meant to me, and how much I
have learned and grown. But
when I started thinking about
those things I realized that a) I
was going to bore everyone and
b) I really haven’t learned as
much as I thought. And I would
probably just get depressed in
the meantime.

Heather Robin Rose ’99
Features Writer
Lately I’ve been thinking
about all of the different stages
in my life. There have been
many times where I have
reached a point and thought,
“This is it. I have finally
reached my most mature levei.
I have experienced enough and
now I know what’s going on.
There’s nothing that can change
it.” You know when the first
time I had this revelation was?

Back in sixth grade. At my
school, sixth grade was the top
of the line. We were the oldest
and the coolest kids in the whole
school. We ran the show. Best
of all, we got to be the first ones
on the bus which, of course,
meant the best seats on the bus.
How could life get any better?
If I knew how to snag a good
seat on the bus, I could get
through anything in life.
However, when I moved on
to junior high, I had quite the
culture shock. There was life
beyond sixth grade. I didn’t
know everything there was to
know. In fact, I didn’t really
know much at all. Junior high
was all about “going out” with
a different boy everyday and
actually having classes that met
in different rooms. I had a
locker instead of a desk. And
those coveted seats on the back
of the bus? Well, those were a
thing of the past. I realized that
busses were for elementary
school kids. Yeah, kids. I was
no longer a kid, I was in junior
high.

Summer
School?
Who says our intellectual
growth ends with the last exam
in May? This summer provided
me with an education like no
other I’ve encountered before.
Colleen Lee ’00
Features Writer

One of my first experiences
was one of cultural enlighten
ment. 15 minutes across the
border and an hour more on the
Queen Elizabeth Way and I was
visiting a PC buddy in “O
Canada”. This was by no means
my first trek into the land up
north, but it was a unique one.
We played in a 3 on 3 out
door basketball tournament in
London, Ontario. Upon arrival
I was given a team uniform.
The slogan on it somewhat
shocked me, but what was more
amazing was that no one had a
problem with four young
women wearing a shirt with
such a graphic phrase on it.
Only a few short weeks ago I
was informed that a “wimp” in
Canadian slang is a called a
“suck.” That explains the “no
sucks allowed” emblazoned on
our chests? You learn some
thing new everyday, eh?
With the new lingo under my
belt, I was ready to move on.
They say nothing monumental
happens at the age of 20, but for
us late bloomers, there is much
to achieve. After two previous
failures, I obtained a goal long
sought after: I am officially a
licensed driver! The squirrel I
hit on the way home from the
road test probably disagrees
with New York State, but.. .just

The next step, obviously,
was moving on to the big high
school. I think that is the point
where I really knew that things
were not as I had always
thought. I sat there, in the caf
eteria, the little freshman that I
was, and I saw something that
changed my whole outlook on
things: a guy with a beard. The
only person I knew with a beard
was my dad, and he was, well,
old. Now I was going to school
with guys who had beards and I
truly felt young. Not only could
I look back and realize my past
naivete, but I could look ahead
and know that my future four
years were going to bring about
a lot of changes. I definitely did
not know all there was to know.

If 1 knew how
to snag a good
seat on the
bus...

These realizations kept com in my life where I was sure that
ing, and they kept uprooting my everything was stable. I had
whole way of thinking. I never accepted that things would
really could tell just where I was gradually change and even that
or what was going to happen, I would change, but I felt con
but I always wanted to just get fident that I could handle it be
to a point in my life where ev cause everything in my life
erything was stable and every seemed to be in the right place.
thing was going to stay the And then, once again, some
same. Sure, things change. It’s thing changed and my whole
a fact of life, but I never wanted outlook on everything was put
my frame of mind to change. into jeopardy once again. It’s
Throughout college I have ex kind of unsettling, because I
perienced the same thing that I know that these things will keep
did way back when I was happening however much I
twelve. Constant shocks to my don’t want them to. So maybe
system-I don’t know every this whole article is just all
thing that I need to know. And about being a sentimental se
it scares me. I look al the fresh nior. Is there anything really
men now and I see a lot of wrong with that? And maybe,
young faces. I never thought I just maybe, change isn’t such a
was that young when I was a bad thing after all.
freshman, but I had to have
been. Five years from now, I’ll
do the same thing again and I’ll
think to myself, “How did I ever
think that I knew anything my
bCMOOL*
senior year in college?” Al
though, I do hope that I know
something.
Just recently I was at a point

■■■1 —
■L
w w

Editor’s Note

I just wanted to take this opportunity
to thank everyone who has listened to me
complain about how stressed out I am
about being a senior. You guys keep me
sane. I love ya!
-Sarah

kidding!
Once I tackled the road test, I felt I could
accomplish anything. That was until the
plans for my sister’s wedding went into full
swing. All the flowers, all the dresses, and
all the manicures could never prepare me
for watching my sister nervously release
Cheerleaders for "B" Team and Hockey
six pounds the week prior to the ceremony.
So much to do, so little time, so much
stress, so much for me ever getting mar
Anthem Singers for Winter Sports
ried 1 Is it normal for the sister of the bride
to get an ulcer?
My new found rejection of marriage led
If you are interested in either of these activities,
to a job search. If I was going to be inde
pendent for the rest of my life, I would need
some kind of employment, at least for the
summer. I had one rule: the job must be
For Cheerleading: Call Jane at 865-4229
fun. This definitely excluded last summer’s
stint counting tools and measuring chain at For Singing the National Anthem: Call Paul at 865-1967
an industrial warehouse,
eight hours a day, five
days a week (this might
The Office of Academic Services is available to asome see
have been enjoyable had
sist all Providence College students through a com
I been allowed to climb
us AT
the pallet racking, but
bination of academic and personal development
being the weak and
OUR NEW
dainty female that I am,
programming. Examples include the following:
I was not).
LOCATION
So, tools excluded, I
turned to coaching vol
IN THE
leyball camps. It was
great fun and very pro
LOWER
ductive (my parents had
real issues with it con
LEVEL OF
suming merely a month
of my summer). So I’m
THE
a starving artist this se
mester, it was worth it.
ibrary
And finally, far from
being the final lesson of
the summer, was the re
Office of Academic Services
alization that no matter
how small the distance
Providence College - Providence, Rhode Island
between friends, it seems
Tel: 865-2494 / Phillips Memorial Library - Lower Level
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What I Learned T A C :
at the State F riendly
House
Friar
he

The poor thing, you may be
thinking. It’s early fall and she’s
sapped of her originality. Who
really wants to read another
Cowl article about summer va
cation? Well, this is dedicated
to anyone who’s ever asked
“How was your summer?”
Jodie L. Zdrok ’99
Features Writer

Contrary to popular opinion,
my river of creativity (or brook
of babble, depending on your
view) hasn’t run dry. I decided
back in June that my summer
job would be the subject of my
first article of the year. It oc
curred to me while I was sitting
in the gallery of the Massachu
setts House of Representatives,
peering down at the legislators.
For the second summer in a
row, I had an eight week intern
ship at the State House in Bos
ton. I worked for the represen
tative of my home town. Like
most people, I want to clarify
that “other” politicians warrant
criticism, but not my rep (my
senator is a different story).
But about those “others.”
They include some, but not all,
of the people I have observed
in politics. They know who
they arc; they Were born with
self-awareness. They arc part
of a complex atmosphere that
both fascinates and repulses me.
At the State House, I was wit
ness to many facets of human
nature.

Many legislators allow per
sonal, not just ideological, dif
ferences to influence their de
cisions. Sometimes this mat
ters, sometimes it doesn’t. To
illustrate, let’s suppose that Leg
islators Laurel and Hardy have
“issues” with each other. Lau
rel sponsors a bill and Hardy
votes against it when it comes
to the floor. Unless it’s a ma
jor, controversial bill upon
which every vote counts,
Hardy’s protest won’t matter.
Now, let’s suppose in another
situation that Hardy is the chair
man of a committee. If Laurel’s
bill needs to get through that
committee, it will never make
it. Chairman Hardy will do all
he can to kill the bill when it
comes to his committee, and the
bill will never make it to the
floor for a vote.

At the State
House, I
was witness
to many
facets of
human
nature.

The reasons behind certain
political actions are also worthy
of note. In most cases, the whathas-he-done/can-he-do-for-me
rule of thumb is used. It is usu
ally when dealing with voters
who ask for special favors. Re
quests for state jobs are an ex
ample. If Voter Bob wants to
be a toll collector, he asks his
local representative or senator.
The likelihood of Voter Bob
getting the job, in most cases,
directly proportional to A) the
amount his monetary contribu
tion and/or B) his overall sphere
of influence in politics or busi
ness. It sounds like a law of
physics, but I assure you that it’s
a very simple method.
The most telltale episodes, in
my experience, happen at politi
cal functions. At such events,
one does two things: eats good
food and meet people. I no
ticed, to my frustration but not
to my surprise, that no one was
excited about meeting me. It
was different from most social
gatherings. I got the feeling that
the reason no one engaged in
conversation with me was not
because of who I was, but who
I wasn’t. I wasn’t a connection
or a “name.” I was only a col
lege student who couldn’t do
anything for them, politically
•speaking. Does that really
bother me? Fa-get about it. I
know who I am. And I’ll know
who I am long after the politi
cal players are forgotten.

GET YOUR FOOT IN THE DOOR TO THE RECORD INDUSTRY
BMG ENTERTAINMENT (borne of artists such as Spiritualized,
Verve Pipe, Hum, Creed, Tool, and Dave Matthews) has an
outstanding

internship

opportunity

based

in

the

Western

Mass./Providence area for a highly motivated, enthusiastic, creative
individual who lives, eats, sleeps and breathes Alternative

music.
Just a few requirements:

• MUST be a student!!! (soph./jr. pref)
• Must have access to a working car.

• Must have passion and energy for the music.
• After successful completion of internship, serious consideration for a
REAL job within one of the BMG Entertainment companies!

dvice

orner

Dearest Reader,
I just wanted to take this opportunity to welcome every
body back to a glorious new school year. I hope you guys aren’t
going to be shy this year about spilling your guts. That’s what I’m
here for folks so keep those letters coming!

Enjoy,
Cayte
Dear Friendly Friar,
I’m writing to you as a woman who, in her last three
years at this “hook-up-every-chance-you-get” institution, has had
more than enough opportunities to realize that men are completely
retarded. I’m sorry if that offends anyone out there but they are. I
don’t know what happens. I meet someone who seems interested
in more than a “hook up” and I think that I’ve stumbled across
some maturity. He is all into me for a few weeks and then, all of a
sudden, he stops calling. I should probably also mention that this
particular boy that I’m talking about is at another school in Phila
delphia. We talked a lot at the beginning of the year but it soon
turned into a couple times a week, then an email or two. What’s
going on? I have opportunities at PC but I really like this guy and
I don’t want to give up on the prospect. I came to school with full
knowledge that I wasn’t attached to him and vice versa. I was
content with our situation when I left home but now things have
changed into this arrangement that I do not like at all. Can you
give me any tips as to how to get things back to the way they
were?
Please help,
M.R.

Dear M.R.,
Not to trivialize your problem honey, but I think this is a
problem of wanting what you are not sure you can have. You
mentioned that you have opportunities here and I think you’re
afraid that he has the same at school. You came to school know
ing that neither of you were attached to the other. You were con
tent with the arrangement as long as some sort of interest was
expressed. Now that the “interest” is waning, you’re not so sure
that the “open relationship” is the way to go. You want more of a
commitment to communication so that you can be assured that
what you once had isn’t falling prey to distance. I feel your pain.
I think we all can - men and women alike.
I do agree with you that some men are retarded, but then
again, so are some women. You can’t blame this one on mental
deficiency, though. All you can use as a scapegoat is plain old
independence. He’s having a good time at college and he didn’t
think that he had any commitments that would prevent him from
doing so. If you want to get things back to the way they were, talk
to him about it. I’m not saying that you should back him up into a
figurative corner. I’m just saying that you should mention to him
that you miss his phone calls and see how he responds. Maybe
he’s dirt poor and can’t afford to call you all the time. If this is the
case, cheaper methods of correspondence are plentiful. Use them
- email is a god-send. Above all, I think it’s important to realize
that you came to school with one arrangement and until the two of
you mutually decide to further that arrangement, it’s best that you
take it slow and enjoy your time here. Follow up on the opportu
nities you mentioned if you feel that they are worth it. Don’t put
yourself on romantic hold.just because there’s something yummy
in Philadelphia. You’re a senior and you have enough things to
worry about. Do yourself a favor and don’t add to your worries.
There are good times to be had. Enjoy them.

‘til next time,
Friendly Friar

This is a paid internship with a monthly stipend of $220 in addition to
$5.25/hr. salary. We request 20 hours per week (we work with your

schedule). Those interested please fax or send a resume for immediate

consideration to:

Summer School?
continued from page 24

Human Resources (Attn: MGJ)
BMG Entertainment

1540 Broadway

NY, NY 10036-4098
fax # (212) 930-4862

insurmountable compared to the proximity of a dorm room.
Although only a half an hour apart, it took a roommate and I an
8 hour drive back to PC in order to see each other.
The summer may have seemed void of any real activity, but
I’ve gained so much knowledge my brain hurts! Bring on the
Plato. Bring on the perfect subjunctive of the Latin verb audire.
After my mentally grueling summer, anything is a study break!!
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Watch Out! Guster’s on the Move
By Venessa Anderson ’99
A&E Editor
“We’ve finally made it to the
Crown Jewel of Providence!”
comments singer and guitar
player, Ryan Miller. “It has
been a long, hard road to get
here. We started at Club
Babyhead, got to the Strand,
and now we’ve finally made it
to the king of it all - Lupo’s
Heartbreak Hotel.”
Miller with fellow
bandmate’s Adam Gardner and
Brian Rosenworcel, are cur
rently touring to promote their
recently released album,
Goldfly. While on their selfimposed relentless tour sched
ule, Guster was able to make a
brief stop in Providence last
Wednesday night, September
23.
“I’ve always liked Provi
dence,” says Rosenworcel, the
percussionist of the group. “It’s
only an hour away from home,
and I always wanted to go to
Brown. But, they wouldn’t ac
cept me.” In hindsight, Brown’s
refusal of Rosenworcel was
probably the biggest favor they
could have granted him. In
stead, he attended Tuft’s Uni
versity in Boston where he met
fellow Guster members.
Since their graduation two
years ago, Guster has been on
the move. The publicity sur
rounding them is definitely
noteworthy. The Boston Globe
describes them as, “a fury of
intense blistering guitars, perco
lating bongos and impeccable
vocal harmonies. With the

unique instrumentation of two
acoustic guitars and a set of
bongos and congas, Guster has
earned the luxury of defying the
usual industry pigeonholing.”
Guster has'also received the
impressive Boston Globe

well. Goldfly has a little more
energy than Parachute, but it is
still not enough.”
Guster already has diehard
fans who have been known to
attend three concerts a week.
And it is not surprising. Seeing

The Bostonian wonderlads, Guster.
award, “Best Local Debut Al
bum” for their debut album,
Parachute.
Guster’s signature sound is
quite unique. Combine their
aching vocals, with laid back
personas, and dynamic percus
sion and you almost come close.
If you listen to their CDs, you
might get a little closer to their
Gusterness, but even then,
something is lost. The only way
to get the real Guster sound is
to see them live.
Even the band feels that their
CDs do not do them justice.
“The first CD was softer than
we intended,” comments Miller.
“It didn’t really capture us very

photo- Danny Linch

Guster live at this point in their
career is like witnessing a but
terfly emerge from its cocoon.
Guster is on the rise, and any
one who has seen them or has
heard of them is well aware of
this fact.
The concert they performed
on the 23rd was actually rather
special as it was the kick-off for
Guster’s rigorous 42-gig tour.
One has to wonder if they will
be able to make it through alive.
After all, they start and end with
an incredible amount of energy.
These guys are so involved in
their performance, that they are
dripping with sweat by the sec
ond song, and despite the fact

that he has a fan blowing right
next to him, Rosenworcel’s shirt
inevitably comes off. The rig
ors of this tour are a little wor
rying too because there are ru
mors that Rosenworcel’s arms
are becoming strained. The
constant pounding on
those congas and bongos
may be too much.
Guster’s Lupo concert
encompassed a good mix
of slower songs like “Para
chute,” and “X-ray’s eyes”
with some of their more
lively, faster songs like
“Bury me,” and “Great Es
cape.” One of the high
points of the night was
what they deemed, “the re
volving crappy song,”
which happened to be
“Scars and Stitches.”
Their
rendition
of
“Rocketship,”
with
Gardner singing the lead
was also quite impressive.
The group also played some
of their new songs Wednesday
night. One such song was,
“Your way,” which was not
completely finished, but still
really good. “We have a lot of
material already for our next

album,” comments Miller. “We
probably have half of it done.”
Gardner continues, “We’re just
waiting now for a major label
deal.” It would not be surpris
ing if this next album is the one
that breaks them into the
industry’s limelight.
“It’s been a slow build,” says
Miller. “We’ve been touring a
lot and the people still come. It
would be really nice to have a
bigger budget and more re
sources.” Gardner adds, “Il
would also be really nice to be
a little more relaxed so that we
could take our time when work
ing on a project.”
Times seem to be looking up
for this wonder-trio, Guster. It
would not be surprising if this
whirlwind tour paid off with a
major industry label. These
Bostonian lads have something
special. Maybe it is their atti
tude. Maybe it is there incred
ible hard work and charming
personalities. I think, however,
that it will be their sound that
brings them to the top.
/ would like to personally
thank Michelle Poirier, a true
dieha rd Gusterfan, for her help
with this article.

Ming lor Fundraising $$$$$ or Exira (ash?
Attention Fraternities, Sororities, and
Student Organizations:
MarketSource Corporation is looking for student organizations or
part-time student representatives to assist with promotions on
campus. This is an ideal way to meet fundraising goals, earn
money for activities or just make extra cash. Positions limited.
To learn more about this opportunity please call Alex Iosim at
(800) 888-8108 extension 2061.
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Dave and Michelle’s

By Dave Lifieri ’99 and
Michelle Smith ’01
A&E Staff
One fine September day,
Michelle was taking a walk
around campus. She was just
walkin’ around the grotto and
then all of a sudden, she got
really tired because she could
not eat as a result of an enlarged
esophagus. Her eyes got
heavy. She lied down to nap.
Just as she felt the last sounds
and smells of reality slip away
a New Balance sneaker nudged
her side. It belonged to Dave,
(the object of all her affec
tions).
Dave: Hey Zeek!
Zeek: No, its Michelle.
Dave: Oh really?
Michelle: yep.
D: O.K.
M: Yep.
D: So, ahhh, I guess I
should ask how your summer
was...
M: That would be nice, you
bastard. My summer was con
fusing. Work. Work. Movies.
Running into people from high
school. Swell times. So how
was yours?
D: It was crazy. 1 didn’t
work so...
M: Oh, really? That’s nice...
D: Yeah, my friend Peter and
I went on insane psychedelic
road trips that corresponded to
the phases of the moon. There
was always a full moon when
we traveled but it was just a co
incidence. I felt really con
nected with nature the entire
summer.
M: That’s great Dave, really,
really, great... I had a connec
tion with nature in New Hamp
shire, too. But that’s it. It’s hard
to be connected around here.
D: Yeah. Oh, speaking of
connections with nature, have
you heard the new album by
Neutral Milk Hotel?
M: No, not yet. How is it?
D: Oh it is fantastic. Actu
ally, I got it in New Hampshire
on one of my trips. Peter and I
listened to it on repeat the en
tire way home. Wc got lost in
the album and then got lost for
real. We ended up on route 95.
When we hit Providence, we
stopped so Peter could get a
copy of his own.
M: Wow... it must be great
what’s it like? Would I like it?

L

D: Well,
(2,1,2,3,4) The first
thing that hit me
when I listened to it
was the pure honesty of the al
bum. There is not a hint of sar

D

casm or irony. Jeff Mangum,
the group’s song writer and
frontman, has created art that
does not attack or alienate; it
just is. It is in the world. With
In The Aeroplane Over The Sea,
Magnum’s vision has met with
its execution. The songs stream
from a giant cranked hurdy
gurdy (the soul of Jeff
Mangum). This cohesiveness is
the result of Mangum’s pure
imagination coupled with the
means to deliver it un-mediated
to our imaginations.
This means is the Elephant
Six. The E6 is a collective/rc-

cording studio/independent la
bel which has given us The
Apples in Stereo, Olivia Tremor
Control, The Gerbils in addition
to Neutral Milk Hotel. From
E6, Mangum gathered a group
of collaborat o r s
consist
ing of:
t h e
wander
ing gen i e ,
Julian
Koster
(
a
multiinstrumentalist most
noted
for his
ability
to make
a saw
sing), Scott Spillane (the
bearded horn blaster) and the
sparse intricate skins of Jeremy
Barnes. The album was pro
duced in his Denver studio by'
fellow E6’er and Magnum’s old
friend, Robert Schneider of The
Apples in Stereo.
The group gives Mangum’s
songs a organic force. This in
carnation is transitory but only
affirms its life. The group is a
small facet of the E6 collective,
a variation on a theme, yet it
exists as a distinct entity. The
album, Aeroplane shows the
musical strength of Jeff

Mangum and E6’s ability to rep
resent Magnum’s vision.
As a result of this intense vi
sion, Aeroplane has been
dubbed a concept album be
cause there are repeated char
acters and themes running
throughout the it. However, the
album is not the least bit con
ceptual in that the ideas take
precedence over the art. It is
visceral, not cerebral. The al
bum is analogous to a lost
memory of a sunny oak tree that
resembles a cartoon figure of
grotesque beauty.
The Aeroplane Over The Sea
is a collage rock opera of the
beautiful damaged children of
this age. Each note is as pow
erful as each syllable. The two
are mutually interchangeable.
The accordion dirges and the
fuzzed out acoustic guitar
romps tell the same bittersweet
story of a romantic time passed
(but some how present and fu
ture), as do Mangum’s poems
delivered with wide eyed child
wonder. The lyrics proceed as
a stream of memories proceed
ing along associational rather
than chronological lines. In the
title track, Mangum sings in
awe of the interconnected world
and the fleeting nature of life:
“What a beautiful face I have
found in this place that is cir
cling all around the sun. What
a beautiful dream that could
Hash on the screen in a blink of
an eye and be gone”
These vivid images are
meditations of a mystic striving
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to see the beyond. Mangum
catalogues his experience and
delivers a sermon, but stands in
the pews not at the pulpit. His
visions are of “dissolving dogs,
lazy days, sugary sweet ma
chines, and the notches in your
spine.” He presents them to us
not for idolatry, but as proof of
the sublime nature of all of us
and all things. The truth in
cludes the damaged and the
gritty in addition to the clean
and the plain. They are all a part
of this life and are therefore
pure.
These paradoxical ideas are
paralleled in the instrumenta
tion of the album. The group

LUPO’S
wwwJupos.com

Saturday, October 3 • $15 • 5 pm

SOULFLY
MC: DEE SNIDER
Tuesday, October 6 • $8

ELLIOTT SMITH
Vtfednesday, October 7*$13.50 Adv.

jerry cantrell
FLIGHT 16
Friday, October 9 • $12 Adv.

ATHANAEUM
Saturday, October 10 • $7 • 7 pm

Amazing Crowns
Wednesday, October 14 • $15

ORIGINAL P
PARLIAMENT
FUNKADELIC
Saturday, October 17 • $10 • 6 pm

Less Than Jake
Friday, October 23 • $

Internships
for Fall 1998 or Spring 1999
now available in the Providence office of

Mayor Vincent A. Cianci, Jr.

KILGORE
V\fed., October 28 • $13.50 Adv.

RANCID
H E PCAT
Wed. October 28 • $17.50 • 7:30 pm
at R hodes on the Pawtuxet

Squirrel Nut Zippers
Sunday, November 1 • $17.50

GARBAGE
Tuesday, November 3 • $13.50 Adv.

Sunny Day
Real Estate
Sun. November 8 • $17.50 Adv.

.....

Now Go Away!!
Greed

Great

deals

Coming To Lupo's Met Cafe
10/6 Man or Astro Man
10/8 2 Skinnee J’s
10/11 Patty Griffin
10/15 Mike Watt
10/17dada
10/22 Mudhoney
10/23 Voodoo Glow Skulls

on

airfares, hotels, rail
passes, study, work and
volunteer programs,
backpacks, travel
accessories,
International identity
cards,

Eurail passes
i ssued on the
spot!

Council

Travel

CIFF- Cftiincil nn International
Educational Exchange

220 Thayer Street,
Providence
[401 ]-33l-5810
www.councittravel.com

Mayors Internsfrom 1997-98 gather on the steps inside City Hall

Ideal for academic credit
in a variety of majors, or to add solid
workforce experience to any resume.
For more Information, call DeWolf Fulton at Mayor Clancl’s Office

(401) 421-7740 Ext. 222

LUPO'S HEARTBREAK HOTEL
with THE MET CAFE
239 Westminster Street • Pro vidence

Tickets at Lupo's, All Ticketmaster
Outlets, In Your Ear on Thayer St
ar Charge by Phone at 331-2211
Call Lupo's Hotline 272-5876
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relies on the sonic manipulation
of acoustic instruments for the
majority of their sounds. They
look to past instruments of the
folk era and reconstruct them.
(I happened to see them this
summer in Boston where they
played a song with bagpipes..
Neutral Milk Hotel are tenyear-olds who have discovered
an attic full of their
grandfather’s old carnival in
struments on a sunny Saturday
morning. They experiment and
then let their imaginations fly.
They value things made of
wood and that are real. Once
they get a hold of these unique
instruments, NMH can only
bring out their true tones by us
ing them in new ways. NMH
reconstructs a past time but their
music seems to have no particu
lar time or place. Warm sounds
mix and swirl as Mangum’s
voice is dizzied by life itself '
D: So Michelle what have
you been listening to lately? (si
lence) Michelle!?!
M: Uh, sorry, I fell asleep,
but um yeah, I listened to that
Billy Bragg and Wilco CD a lot
this summer.
D: Oh yeah? I heard about
that. I’m kind of skeptical about
that combination, though. Does
it work?
M: Oh, yes. It’s similar to the
Neutral Milk Hotel in the Folk
aspect. I think you’d like it. Let
me tell you about it.
D: Enlighten me, bazooka.

Summer Music Adventures

M

M: “Mermaid Av
enue on Elektra
records, is a collabora
tion between Billy Bragg
and...Wilco! Wilco!. Here is
what happened: Nora Guthrie
approached Billy in his flat
sometime in 1995, and asked
him, “Billy, I have a huge favor
to ask of you.”
“Yes, Nora?,” he implored.
“What is it...I’ll do anything.”
“Well,” she began, “If it’s
not too much trouble, and since
you don’t seem to be doing any
thing of importance these days,
I found some songs my father,
Woody Guthrie, wrote, and I
would really love it if you could
write some music to accompany
them.”
As the story goes, Bragg was
bloody glad to do it. He warns,
however, that it is not a tribute

album. As Bragg states on the
CD sleeve, it is “...a collabora
tion between Woody Guthrie
and a new generation of
songwriters who until now had
only glimpsed him fleetingly,
over the shoulders of Bob Dylan

or somewhere in the distance of
a Bruce Springsteen song.”
Woody Guthrie is the forerun
ner of folk music. Bob Dylan
was jealous of him, yet loved
him all the same time. He wrote
about
love, soc i a 1
change
(most of
what he
wrote
was
right aft e r
World
War II),
and silly
happy
songs
for kids.
Well,
Bragg
con
tacted
the boys
of Wilco (jeff tweedy = love=
michelle) to give him a hand,
writing the music. They were
only too glad to help since they
do not seem to be doing any
thing lately (like coming to
Providence for a show). Bragg
also enlisted the help of several
other musicians including
Natalie Merchant, who sings
lead vocals on the touching
song, “Birds and Ships,” as well
as backup on several other
songs. Together, re
cording at
three stu
dios (To
tally Wired
Studio and
Windmill
Lane,
Dublin, Ire
land; King
Size Sound
Laborato
ries, Chi
cago, IL;
and Fort
Apache
Studio,
Boston,
MA), they
created the
masterpiece, Mer
maid Av
enue.

Now Renting
1999-2000
THE Largest
Selection in the
Area!!!
Several Prime Locations Available
GEMMA REALTY

Call Joan or Maria
@ <401 > 528-1979
A
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D: That’s an interesting title
there. Is there any significance
to it?
M: That’s an excellent ques
tion, David. I’m glad to see you

got your chair to work for you.
"Mermaid Avenue” is the name
of the street where Woody
Guthrie and his family grew up
in Coney Island, Brooklyn, af
ter World War II.
But let’s get to the music. It
is difficult to articulate the
amount of credit this album de
serves. Together, Bragg and
Wilco do a fantastic job of
working melodies and Woody
Guthrie’s lyrics. They give a
real sense of what Guthrie’s
music would have been like if
he had written it himself. One
of my favorite songs is the
aforementioned, “Birds and
Ships,” sung by guest vocalist
Natalie Merchant. Now, nor
mally, I cannot get into anything
having to do with Natalie Mer
chant, but her voice on this song
is so beautiful that I just want
to cry. It connects me to the
actual person Woody was and
not just words he wrote on a
piece of paper. It’s heart ach
ing...
Another one of my personal
favorites is “Hoodoo Voodoo.”
Read some of the lyrics:
“Blackbirdy, bluejay: one two
three four, trash sack, jump
back, EFG, biggy hat, little hat,
laityman, skinnyman, grasshop
per, greensnake, hold my hand.”
These arc ridiculous lyrics, just
for his kids... OK, wait, now

I’m feeling sad, because I pic
ture Woody sitting on his sag
ging front porch, humming
these songs to his two eager
kids...He is no longer here to
day.
I think this album is great.
But then I begin thinking, how
can it do justice to one man’s
life? How can it hold all his
thoughts, feelings, desires, and
wishes? It is taking a person’s
life from half a century ago and
reliving it today. Fifty-one
years is the time lapse between
when Woody wrote the lyrics
to “Way Over Yonder in the
Minor Key,” and when Bragg
wrote the music to accompany.
It took me awhile to get over
the issue of mortality this al
bum creates. It is hard to be
lieve that I might never have
had the chance to learn about
Woody Guthrie if this album
was not created.
Bragg and Wilco do an hon
est and wonderful job of bring
ing Woody and his songs back
to life; they do him justice. As I
mentioned before, the way they
create songs to fit the original
lyrics is amazing. Wilco adds
another dimension to the songs
and gives them a slightly rough,
weathered edge that makes you
see dusty roads, tall grass prai
ries, sunsets. It is amazing.
To end with a quote from
Woody Guthrie himself: “The
world is filled with people no
longer needed-and who try to
make slaves of all of us- and
they have, their music and we
have ours-theirs, the wasted
songs of a superstitious nightmare-and without their musical
and ideological miscarriages to
compare our song of freedom
to, we’d not have any opposite
to compare music with-and like
the drifting wind, hitting against
no obstacle, we’d never know
its speed, its power...”
D: Yeah, that’s great. 1 guess
everybody is recycling these
days.
M: But its in a good way not
a puff daddy way...
D: Yeah, but really its kind
of the same.
M: I don’t know...
D: Yeah... I think so...
M: OK. Maybe, but Puffy
sucks.
D: Right.

L
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CLASS BEGINS
Friday, October 9th 6:00 PM
Holiday Inn - Providence
Atwells Ave., Providence
Student Discounts........... ...
Professional Bartending Training
Wc Accept

Tips on Finding a Top Paying Job

Become a Talented, Socially Conscious Bartender
National Restaurant Association

Alcohol Awareness Program
Taught by Seasoned Boston Bartenders
Great Part-time of Summer Job

Call NoW

Space is

1-800-467-2028
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My Girlfriend's Boyfriend

You Never Can Tell
3y Megan Kelley ’01
X&E Staff
The summer ended much
too quickly once I opened my
eyes to the infinite theatre op
portunities just waiting for an
audience in Manhattan. There
I realized that all my life I had
missed out on years of theatre
appreciation because I was
scared off by tone-deaf girls
singing “Les Miserables”
songs. But, I finally did my
part and entered NY’s theatre
world. While some of the
shows I saw were closer to my
heart than others, George Ber
nard Shaw’s You Never Can
Tell was fairly close to center.
A classic comedy of man
ners, You Never Can Tell at
tacks social standards and gen
der roles through cleverly con
structed, witty dialogue. This
particular production at the
Roundabout Theatre Company
was initiated by and stars Rob
ert Sean Leonard (Swing Kids,
Dead Poets Society), who
teamed up with director Nicho
las Martin. This would explain
why an unkempt Ethan Hawke
sat in the row next to me. (Uma
was nowhere to be seen.)
Despite Leonard’s film suc
cess, he appeared very much at
home surrounded by talented
stage actors. Among them
were Catherine Kellner and
Saxon Palmer who played

Dolly, and Phillip respectively.
The two actors embodied the
rambunctious younger siblings
of the young feminist Gloria,
played by Katie Finneran. It is
the younger siblings’ energy
and tactless inquisitions that
bring together their older sister
and Valentine, a poor dentist,
who plans to extract Gloria’s
heart along with her inherit
ance.
Gloria is a young woman
with feminist ideas unique for
the time period. Much to the
characters’ surprise, the banter
between Gloria and Valentine
(Leonard) eventually leads to
love.
The most comical character
in the play arrives as a “deus
ex machina.” The roaringly ob
noxious Bohun, played by Jere
Shea, manages to clear up all
conflicts with his one sentence
at the end of Act Two by say
ing, “You think you would, but
I know better than you!” It
makes you wish that life could
be that simple. Then again,
maybe it is and no one wants
to listen.
Remaining dedicated to
one’s convictions is at the heart
of You Never Can Tell. Perhaps
this is why it hit me so close to
mine. Staying true to one’s
own personal opinions is some
thing that nothing should be
able to disturb.

By Venessa Anderson ’99
A&E Editor
“Fun” seems to be the word
to describe Kenneth Shapiro’s
new romantic comedy, My
Girlfriend’s Boyfriend. A small,
low-budget, independent film
exploring the issue of homo
sexual men marrying women to
save their careers, My
Girlfriend’s Boyfriend remains
light. It resembles more of a
1920’s slap-stick comedy rather
than the dark independent films
of present.
“I really enjoyed myself,”
comments Jill Elizabeth Novick
who plays the character Liberty
in the film. “It was a fun shoot.”
Most people would recognize
Novick from her role as Tracy
(Brandon’s girlfriend) in Aaron
Spelling’s 90210. “Obviously
there were some major differ
ences in this shoot, coming from
a Spelling project and then
working on My Girlfriend’s
Boyfriend.” The most apparent
was the budget. Novick did not
let it discourage her. Instead,
she took the opportunity to be
come very involved in the pro
duction. In fact, she and Linda
Larkin, (Aladdin's Princess Jas
mine voice) who plays the lead,
Cory, chose all the costumes for
the production. “It was a very
hands on experience,” Novick
adds.
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1670 Mineral Spring Ave
No. Providence Rl
(Corner of Mineral Spring and Douglas)
r
I
$1.00 OFF I $1.50 OFF I
I any Large Sub or I
I
any medium sub!
I Two Small Subs or I
I
Two Pokkets!
I
I
I
coupon only, cannot be combined I Offer valid witn coupon only, cannot be combined I
I Offerwithvalidanywith
other coupon, offer or promotion.
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I
I
I
Valid only at
Valid only at
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I 1670No.
I
I
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Providence
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I
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r
I
$1.00 OFF I any Sandwich when you I
I
buy any soup!
I
I any Wrap Sandwich! I
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I
I
I
Valid only at
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I
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I
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The cast of My Girlfriend’s
Boyfriend is quite surprising as
there is such a diversity of ac
tors. Deborah Gibson (that teen
pop heart-throb,
grown up), Acad
emy Award Nomi
nee,
Valeri
Perrine
(als
popular from he
role in Superman
and the aforemen
tioned,
Lind
Larkin are amon
the cast members.
The perfor Jill Elizabeth
mance of relative new-comer,
Sean Runnette is worth mention
ing. Runnette, who played a de
tective in Miramax’s Copland,
plays the role of Jake, Liberty’s
new boyfriend who needs to find
an excuse to leave Liberty’s best
friend’s wedding. “Jake is a
character who is good at duck
ing and running,” comments
Runnette. “He has a desire to
fix and help undo the damage
he’s done, but new problems
keep arising.” Because of his
towering size, Runnette portrays
the perfect, lovable klutz, whose
desire not to hurt anyone is
coupled with his gawky gait.
Runnette is a joy to watch.
My Girlfriend’s Boyfriend is
a cute film. The writing was
decent with plenty of subtle hu
mor; however, it could have used
a few shots of vitality. It was

apparent that the actors enjoyed
playing their roles. All of them
really wanted the project to
work. But, as for life chang-

Novick and Valerie Perrine

ing learning experiences...
“Well - I learned that I don’t
like to see myself on screen in
my underwear,” comments
Novick.
So, to wrap this up, if you
are looking for a light roman
tic comedy film on an ex
tremely low-budget, this is the
film for you. Unfortunately,
My Girlfriend’s Boyfriend is no
longer in theaters. You may be
able to find the film at an artsy
video store soon. Remember to
keep your eyes peeled for more
projects by Kenneth Shapiro.
And, as a postscript to all
you ladies who were wonder
ing (and I know you were...) Jill
Novick says that kissing Jason
Priestly was an experience
definitely worth while, al
though her boyfriend was not
as pleased.

What do these students have in common?
After two years of straight A's, I couldn't finish
assignments anymore. I felt exhausted but
couldn't steep, and drank A LOT. I couldn’t
enjoy life like my
zTX
friends did
""X
------------\

/
U

'■

" \
S

*’wo a,waS8 been
anxious and never
had much
confidence.
College was
4 harder than I
; parents
divorced,

started living off-campus, my
course work fell apart. I
couldn't concentrate or steep,
and I was always IRRITABLE and
angry. • Leah, sophomore year

O- traumatic for
\r me. After a while,
fl I all I did was cry,
j|«| steep, and feel
waves of panic.

Marta, freshman year

College experiences and challenges can be stressful and can make
you, or someone you know, feel sad. When “the blues” last for
weeks, or interfere with academic or social functioning, it may be
clinical depression. Clinical depression is a common, frequently
unrecognized illness that can be effectively treated. Learn how to
recognize depression, how to take the first step, and how to get
better.

DATE: OCTOBER 7™, WEDNESDAY
TIME: 3-4:30 pm
PLACE: SLAVIN CENTER, ROOM 203
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
PRESENTERS: JOHN HOGAN, DIRECTOR OF
COUNSELING
ANN BELLOTTI, ASST. DIR. OF
COUNSELING
This workshop is cosponsored by the Mental Health Association of
RI and Providence College Personal Counseling Center.

They are college students who got depressed...
got treatment... and got better.
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Vincent Gallo in Buffalo ’66
By Jess Tabak ’01
A&E Staff
When one person wears
many hats in the production of
a movie, I tend to get nervous.
It is not until the final credits
are rolling that I am able to
shake the fear that the juggler
of roles has bitten off more that
he can chew. Throughout the
entire movie, I fidget in my seat,
anticipating the point when the
puppeteer fumbles a string,
sending the audience hurling
down from its visit in Good
Movie Land.
With Buffalo 66, currently
playing at the Cable Car, I had
little need to worry. Vincent
Gallo co-wrote, directed and
starred in this movie that
bounces from un-apologetic
witticisms to searingly honest
revelations in the time it takes
to blink (Gallo also wrote the
musical score, for those of you
who are interested in this sort
of thing). With colorful perfor
mances and some interesting
filming techniques, 66 manages
to evoke the gritty side of
American individualism with
believability and candor.
At the center of our tale, we
have one Billy Brown. Billy
(played by Gallo) is a 32 year
old convict (he’s innocent—no,
really, he’s innocent) who is
being released from a five year
sentence at the film’s opening.
The misadventures that he gets
himself into are stippled with
flashback sequences that reveal
the circumstances surrounding
Billy’s life. These sequences

help to expose the dire dysfunc
tion that has plagued Billy’s life
since childhood in much the
same way (please pardon the
overused metaphor) that one
peels away an onion. We even
tually arrive at the heart of what,
after all of the layers of damage
are removed, is left of Billy
Brown.
The performances in 66
draw their strength from their
lightness and ease. As the
rough-edged aggressor/victim,
Gallo keeps his performance
flippant enough to generate
laughs, but serious enough to
strike nerves. The audience is
left chuckling at Billy while still
empathizing with his.absurd at
tempts at emotional intimacy.
His makeshift wife Layla is
played by Christina Ricci with
a curious blend of worldly
naivete. While she relies on
wide-eyed stares to express a
few too many emotions, Ricci
manages to convey her
character’s role as the open door
through which Billy is offered
a way out of his disconnected
existence.
Anjelica Huston shines in the
role of Janet Brown, Billy’s
Buffalo Bills loving, emotion
ally defunct mother. As Billy’s
father Jimmy, Ben Gazzara cap
tures the oblivious solipsism of
an emotionally abusive parent
with disturbing accuracy. When
paired together, he and Huston
produce a darkly comic repre
sentation of Billy’s home-life
that makes the audience laugh
and wonder.
In addition to some great act

ing, 66 offers some interesting
camera work. Gallo seems to
enjoy toying with character per
spective, and some of his ex
periments really work. One of
my favorite moments occurs
durin Billy’s monologue when
the camera never leaves Ricci.
The result is a funny play by
play of her reactions to his zany

speech that emphasizes the level
of communication (or lack there
of) between the two characters.
But all the swell character
izations and camera play are re
ally just extras. The most reso
nant element of Buffalo 66 is its
relevance to the American con
dition. First time writer Gallo
uses a very personal brand of

satire to get across the loneli
ness of the average American
without ever getting preachy or
(God forbid) heavy. By the end
of the movie, we all feel for
Billy Brown, and a few of us
may feel like we know him bet
ter than we’d like to. Unnerv
ing? Blame it on a job well
done.

Simon Birch
Alicia Moskwa ’99
A&E Staff
Ever since I saw Simon
Birch I have been recom
mending it. No one knows
what this movie is about. The
media, apparently, has for once
avoided an overkill. Go fig
ure: a great movie comes along
that is NOT Titanic, and I have
seen one commercial for it.
Understandable, I guess,
since Simon Birch is one of
those movies that is really dif
ficult to talk about. First of all,
there is no way to do it justice.
Plus, it is nearly impossible to
describe the plot without giv
ing anything away. Therefore,
this article is going to be short.
Simon Birch is the story
about two twelve year-old
boys. Simon Birch (who was
born the size of a bird and
never got much bigger) played
by Ian Michael Smith, is the
constant companion and best
friend to Joe Wenteworth
played by Joseph Mazzello.

The two boys grow up together.
They are on the same Little
League team (Simon’s size
makes him an almost automatic
walk), and are in the same Sun
day school class (Simon auto
matically plays baby Jesus in
the pageant, since he's the only
one who can fit in the manger).
The two boys are so close that
they practically have the same
mother, played by Ashley Judd.
The boys are drawn closer
because they both have unusual
problems that most twelve yearolds never have to face. Each
is missing something they be
lieve to be crucial in their lives;
Joe is searching for the identity
of his father while Simon is
searching for a purpose to his
life.
Simon, through out the film,
constantly reminds anyone who
will listen that he is a miracle.
“I’m going to be a hero,” he
says. Unfortunately, most
people, especially those who are
supposed to be most instructive

in such matters like the Sun
day school teacher (Saturday
Night Live alumna Jan Hooks)
and the parish priest, believe
Simon is nothing but annoy
ing. Even Joe has a tendency
to roll his eyes at Simon.
This truly touching and
charming story is further ac
centuated by the quality of
writing. The dialogue is smart
but believable. There is excel
lent delivery on the part of
both the young actors who are
sure to have future shining ca
reers. It really seems like the
story is told by a brutally hon
est kid. Also spectacular is the
cinematography with its abso
lutely breathtaking fall and
winter shots of Maine.
My advice is, see this
movie. It’s worth the $7.75
(can you believe that movies
are that expensive now??). It’s
beautiful, wonderful, and in
spirational. Oh! And do not
forget to bring your tissues.

(not in credit cards)
Introducing the New American
Express Credit Card for Students.
Live for today.
Build for tomorrow.

The New American Express Credit
Card for Students is a resource you
can depend on. With benefits like big
airfare savings, free credit information,
and no annual fee, it'll help you get the
most from your student years — and
help you build a solid financial
foundation for the future.

Cards
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You
Make it Happen
Global Graduate
Career Opportunities
You’ve seen the headlines...
now read the small print.
In June 1998, Union Bank of Switzerland merged with Swiss
Bank Corporation to create the new UBS AG.

career takes off. But you won't be held back by bureaucratic
structures.

The investment banking businesses of both banks came
together to form Warburg Dillon Read* - one of the world's
most significant investment banks.

If you think you can make an immediate contribution in a
highly demanding environment, then take this opportunity
to speak with us.

We operate a true meritocracy. From your first day we'll
expect to see qualities which go beyond the academic.

Check with Career Services when we will be visiting your
campus.

We want to see the confident communication of complex
ideas and the depth of character required for early responsi
bility. We want to know that you can make things happen.

All applications for graduate and internship positions can
be made via our website. We are an equal opportunity
employer.

Having first experienced one of investment banking's finest
education programs, new graduates will choose from a
wide range of career options across international locations.
Further opportunities for development will continue as your

Apply to www.wdr.com
*References to Warburg Dillon Read in the United States refer to
Warburg Dillon Read LLC, a registered broker dealer.

Warburg Dillon Read
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C U STO M - TA I L O R E D

INTRODUCES

OMNIPOINT

WIRELESS.'

service
fit your way of life.
Road
Warrior

Globe
Trotter

For the person on-the-go who
needs maximum talk time and
standby time.

For the international traveler, a
phone that covers 36 countries
including the U.S., all on
one number.

300 minutes

For the busy executive
who needs a great phone
that fits in a pocket.

500 minutes

SJ.Q99
“w

Power
User

per month

$7J99
■

Add s10 per month to
use these minutes for
long distance, too.

■

per month

Add s15 per month to
use these minutes for
long distance, too.

Siemens S12
*99

Add ’20 per month to
use these minutes for
long distance, too.

Bosch World 718
*299

StarTAC 7000
*399

•Omnipoint’s Custom-Tailored Wireless5"gives monthly subscribers the option of
creating any combination of pricing plan, features and phone.

• With our Long Distance Options shown in our examples,
to call

anywhere

all

of your minutes can be used

in the U.S., Canada, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands.

• Activate now and get unlimited, outgoing, local calls, all day Saturday and Sunday
for only a penny a minute for your first six months. Limited time offer.
And because it’s Omnipoint, there are no contracts to sign, no fine print and no
hidden charges.

•College students interested in selling Omnipoint services please contact I-888-OMNI-240.

Roaming
in North
America
through
GSM
Alliance
Partners.

I 800 BUY-OMNI FOR FREE DELIVERY
World Smart

Siemens 1050

OMNIPOINT

CENTERS

NEW ENGLAND AUTHORIZED RETAILERS:

BUSINESS SALES OFFICE. 1-888-0MNI-240

STAPtES

NATICK MALL
1245 WORCESTER ROAD, NATICK, MA
(508) 651-4700

100% Digital. 0% Hassle."

PHEASANT LANE MALL
310 DANIEL WEBSTER HIGHWAY, NASHUA, NH
(603) 577-4600

Shell

At select locotions

Apex 3

118 NEWBURY STREET, BOSTON, MA
(617) 425-5300

At porlicipoting
locations

www.omnipoint.com

£SR Wireless

Al porlicipoting
locolions

634 RESERVOIR AVENUE, CRANSTON, Rl
(401) 784-9610
AUTHORIZED

RETAILERS:

MEX. COMMUNICATIONS

CELLULAR AND PAGING

COMMONWEALTH PAGING

WINGS COMMUNICATIONS

CYBERSMITH

SATELLITE PAGING

BEEPERNET

ALLSTON, MA

OF BOSTON

BOSTON, MA

BOSTON, MA

BOSTON, MA

BOSTON, MA

CAMBRIDGE, MA

PROVIDENCE, Rl

PROVIDENCE. Rl

ALLSTON, MA

(617) 423-4728

(617) 423-9026

(617) 267-3668

(617) 451-9221

(617) 492-5857

(401) 861-1212

(401) 459 8066

(617) 5624)727

HIGH VOLTAGE

VIDEO MAGIC

(617) 782-4500
0 IWS OMNIEOINT COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES UC All RIGHTS RESERVED OMNIPOINT IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF OMNIFONT CORPORATION GSM ANOTHE GSM DESIGN ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS USED UNDER IICENSEarMEMBERSOFTHtNOWH AMERICAN GSM AUIANCEIIC. C NORTH AMERICAN GSM AUIANCE UC IW8
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What is
Victoria’s Secret?

Hallie Coughlin and Tracy Niccolazzo ’99
“We’d tell you, but we’d have to kill you.”

Dan Ziegler ’01 and Steve Wright ’01
“It’s for me to know and you to find out.”

Beth Kennedy ’01, Erika Curley ’01 and Meghan Kavanagh ’01
“A guy’s fantasy world.”

“It’s the only magazine that comes on Sunday.”

Joanie and Chachie: It’s the magazine that if your parents find, you can say that
it’s your sister’s.

Cam Bird ’01
“Victoria’s name is really Victor.”

Kate Manara ’02 and Rachel Colicchio ’02
“A place girls take guys to embarass them.”

Mike Medieros ’99
“It’s a stupid girl’s store.”

“It’s the touch, the feel, the fabric of our lives.”

Clubs
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and

Organizations

B.O.P Over 21
Presents...

Rock n ’ Bowl
Friday. Oct 2nd
1 lpm-2am
Tickets are only $10

Music, Beer ( w/ ID),
and Bowling!!
What could be better!

October 1,1998

A Peace
Message
from
<PcucCfiristi
Everybody Thinks of
Changing Humanity
and Nobody thinks
ofChanging Themselves. ”
-Tolstoy

<We meet every 1st and
3rdSunday
Jill are welcome!
Contact Carla at
Campus ^Ministry
865-2440

Intramural Athletic Board presents..

Fall Intramurals
Football

Field Hockey Co-Ed Tennis
and 3v3 Basketball

Rosters are in the IAB Office In Lower Peterson
Get them in now!!!

/ B.O.P. \
/Come Hiking\
at
Mt. Monadanock
October 3rd
\ Tickets are $5 /
\ Buses leave /
\
at 8am
/

77xe/
(7H05T H unTery

are/ here/! 1!

Th&yucwewr
Thursday
Oct 8th/
’64 Hall
AdurtLssiorv is'$2

Clubs and Organizations
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The History Club presents...

The Best of Downtown Providence
Saturday, October 3rd
-“The Early History of Providence7 presented at
The Rog er Williams National Memorial
- Dinner at a great Downtown Restaurant
- Visit the Waterfires: bonfires and music
Bring $3 plus money for dinner
Meet at Huxley Gate at 4:15 sharp
Call Tom at 865-4136

Class of 2000

Buy your

JRW Bids
Starting
Octob
er
13tk-16th
1 Oam- 3pm
in
Lower Slavin
$100 per couple

................... ...

BOP

has your
‘ Favorite Movie!! \

Titanic
Saturday, October
3rd and Sunday
October 4th
’64 Hall
$2
.............................................

TGI Stuart’s
Test your
football trivia!

Friday October 2nd

B.O.P
Coffeehouse

Great Music, WDOM DJ’s
2 for 1 wings and
a Fully Stocked Bar
(w/ ID)

Tuesday, Oct. 6th
8pm-11pm
in Stuart’s

Party from 6pm-11 pm!
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It takes you ~ and programs that work
Call 1-800-WE PREVENT, and we’ll send
you a free booklet on how you can support
programs in your community that keep kids
away from crime and crime away from kids.

f> IMS.

Pablo knew in a couple of years he would
be ready for college. He also knew it would be
tough to afford. He even thought about dealing
drugs to pay for it. Fortunately for Pablo, two
community policing officers took him under
their wing. They steered him to counselors and
programs that could help him pay for college.
Now the only record he'll have is his grades.

October 1, 1998

TAKE A BITE OUT OF

RIME

U.S. Department of Justice
Crime Prevention Coalition of America

NOTE TO PUB: DO NOT PRINT INFO BELOW, FOR ID ONLY. NO ALTERING OF AD COUNCIL PSAs.
Crime Prevention - Newspaper - B&W- 6 7/16 x 10 1/2" CRI-N-05818-J "Grades" 65 Screen
Film at Horan Imaging- (212) 689-8585 - Ref.#:107407
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Big East Standings
as of 9/30

Women’s

Men’s
Soccer

Soccer
W
5
4
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
0
0

Connecticut
St. John’s
Rutgers
Notre Dame
Seton hall

Providence
Syracuse
Pittsburgh
Georgetown
W. Virginia

BC
Villanova

L
0
1
1
1
1
2
3
2
2
2
3
5

T
0
1
0
2
0
0

Pct..
1.000
.666
.600
.400
.666
.500

0
1
0
0
0
0

.400
.250
.333
.333
.000
.000

Overall
(8-0)
(6-1-2)
(4-3-1)
(4-1-3)
(6-1-1)
(4-5)
(3-4)
(4-2-2)
(6-2)
(5-2)
(3-4-1)
(2-7)

’s
Athletes of the Week
Ben finished first and won the individua
title at the Roy Griak Cross Country
Invitational
Tournament in Minneapolis,
Minn, with a time of 24:25. He also led
the squad to a team title.

Ben Noad ’99
Bristol, England

Sarah finished second with a time of
17:09, and helped the women’s Cross

country team defeat 17 schools,
winning the Roy Griak Tournament
on Sept. 26.

Connecticut
Notre Dame
Pittsburgh
Syracuse
BC
W. Virginia

Seton hall
Rutgers
Villanova
Georgetown

Providence
St. John’s

Kevin Jones ’01
Westford, Mass

This Weekend in Friar Sports
Saturday. Men’s Soccer vs. West Virginia, 1pm
Field Hockey vs. Rutgers, 1pm

W
0
0

Georgetown
Syracuse
Pittsburgh
BC

T
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0

Pct..
1.000
1.000
.800
.750
.750
.666
.500
.333
.200
.1®
.200
.000

0
0

L
0
0
0
0

Pct.
.000
.000
.000
.000

.000
.000
.000

W. Virginia

0

St. John’s

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0

.000

0

0
0
0

.000

Providence
Rutgers
Seton hall
Villanova
Connecticut
Notre Dame

0
0

Overall
(9-0)
(8-1)
(5-4)
(6-2-1)
(6-3-1)
(5-2)
(5-1-1)
(2-6-1)
(4-4-1)
(3-5)

(1-7)
(1-8)

.000

.000
.000

Overall
(12-3)
(10-3)
(9-5)
(7-5)
(7-5)

(9-7)

(8-7)
(7-7)
(7-7)
(7-7)
(8-9)
(3-5)

Field Hockey
W
2

L
0

T
0

Pct.
1.000

Overall
(9-0)

1

0

0

1.000

(6-2)

1

0

0

1.000

(6-2)

1

1

Rutgers

0

I

0
0

.500
.000

(6-1)

Villanova

0

3

0

.000

(4-5)

Connecticut

Providence
Kevin scored four goals in two
wins for the men’s soccer team.
He netted two goals in PC’s 2-1
win over Harvard on Sept 23 and
scored two goals in the Friars’ 2-0
win at Pittsburgh on Sept 27.

1
0

L
0
0
1
1
1
2
2
2
4
5
4
5

Volleyball

BC
Syracuse

Sarah Dupre ’99
Kingston, Ontario

W
4
4
4
3
3
3
2
1
1
1

(2-7)

Sports Shorts
PC Golf Team Places 19th and 7th in
First Two Tournaments
The PC golf team began its fall season on September
20th with a 19th place finish at the Yale Invitational in
New Haven, CT. Leading the Friars individually were
senior Rob Brennan and freshman Chris Hynes, who
both placed 45th.

Volleyball vs. West Virginia, 1pm

SUNDAY:

Volleyball vs. Pittsburgh, 1pm

Contact Cowl Sports at: (401) 865-2214 or
by e-mail at thecowl@providence.edu

The Friars then travelled to the Dartmouth Invita
tional on September 27th. The team placed 7th overall
out of al6-team field, 24 strokes behind first-place
Rhode Island. Finishing on top individually was senior
Rick Diehard in a 14th place tie, followed by Brennan,
who tied for 21st. PC will head to Amherst, MA this
weekend for the Toski Invitational Tournament.
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Women’s Soccer Experiences
Growing Pains;
Feels Optimistic, though
By Kim Galipeau ’99
Asst. Sports Editor

Call it an adjustment period.
A new head coach, new players
in place of graduating seniors,
and a handful of injuries have
all contributed to the struggles
that the women’s soccer team
has experienced so far this sea
son.
Finishing last season with a
record of 5-12-2, the Friars ap
proach mid-season with a
record of 1-7, but new Friar
Head Coach Joe Crehan has not
given up. In fact, he and his
team are even more positive
than before.
“(The team) is playing with
unbelievable potential, even
though we’re giving up a lot of
goals,” Crehan commented. “I
can see them progressing since
we’ve started. We’re staying
positive and looking forward to
every game, more now than
they were before.”
Crehan, a native of Walpole,
MA, is a former Friar himself.
Before graduating in 1987, he
became one of the top goalkeep
ers to ever play for PC. His
credits include a school record
with eleven shutouts, a spot on
the First squad to receive a berth

in the NCAA Tournament, and
a career total of 230 saves. He
returned to PC in 1995 as the
goalkeeper coach for the men’s
soccer team, stayed there for a
second year, and then became
the assistant coach for the
women’s team last year. With
previous experience working
with the majority of the 1998
team, the transition to a new
head coach has been a some
what easier process.
“I know a lot of their tenden
cies,” he said. “I recognize a
lot of the girls’ habits, weak
nesses, and their strengths. Ob
viously I work on their weak
nesses and strengths, trying to
eliminate mistakes as much as
possible and improve on their

They ’re staying
positive for each
other, staying
together as a
team, which is one
of the things I am
most proud of
strengths, which is what they’re
doing.”
The injuries that have been

inflicted upon many of the start
ing players have caused some
changes on the field. One pri
mary loss involves senior Cap
tain Kelly McCusker who blew
out her Anterior Cruciate
Lendon (ACL), putting her out
of play for the rest of the sea
son. According to Coach
Crehan, the other starters who
suffer from injuries are often
only able to play 20 minutes of
the entire game, which causes
those off the bench to step up a
level.
Crehan stated that the Friar
offense needs to “find a way to
start putting the balls in the back
of (the other team’s) net.” At
this point in the season, they
have been shut-out five times,
and scored only five goals in
eight games.
“As the team has been pro
gressing we’re creating more
offensively in the past few
games, which is positive,” said
Crehan. “Before we just laid
back playing defense for 90
minutes. Now we’re taking it
to some teams, we’re penetrat
ing, creating a little bit more
offensively, which is helping to
take the pressure off our de
fense.”
The defense has been com

ing together led by junior goal
keeper Shayna Ross.
“Even with the results we’ve
been getting,” Crehan said,
“(she) has been playing unbe
lievable. She’s one of the best
keepers in the Big East by far.”
Ross, guarding the net in all
eight games, has chalked up 90
saves with a percentage of al
most .700, after finishing last
year with .829 and 1.91 goals

Head Coach Joe Crehan
against.
The Frairs have ten more
games which lie ahead in Octo
ber, including six Big East
battles. They need to rack up
the wins if they want to have a
chance to be in the Big East
Championships starting in No
vember.
“Long term you always want

to think about the Big East Tour
nament,” Crehan said. “The
short term goal, however, is ob
viously game to game. We’re
playing better and better each
game which is great, and as a
team we’re noticing this.
“So our spirits are high and
everyone is excited about every
game we play. It’s not like
we’re looking down like ‘Oh no
we have to play such and such
a team.’ We’re looking up,
we’re ready for them every
time.”
The Friars travel to West Vir
ginia and Pittsburg this week
end before returning home to
Glay Field on Wednesday Oc
tober 7th at 3pm against Holy
Cross.
“We have a big weekend
coming up with two Big East
games,” admitted Crehan, “and
the way the girls are playing
right now, it’s looking very
positive. Hopefully we can
come away with two victories
there because we can beat any
team we play as long as we can
stay focused.

“They’re staying positive for
each other, staying together as
a team, which is one of the
things I’m most proud of.”

Jones, Pires
Lead
Friars past URI
Soccer
cont’d from page 32
had anything to do with the
turnaround,” senior captain Dan
Pires said. “We put it behind
us and came out hard the next

Dan Pires ’99
game against Syracuse.”
Pires, PC’s starting goal ten
der, is having a phenomenal
year in net. He has a 1.44 goals
against average, which is solid
considering he would be under
1.00 if not for the St. John’s
game.
He has also recorded three
shutouts (Syracuse, Pittsburgh,
and Rhode Island).
“Danny’s been through wars
for us through his four years,”
coach Brian Ainscough said. “I

really believe that he is the best
keeper in New England.”
Jones, the Friars goal (5) and
points (10) leader, is coming
back from a torn anterior cruci
ate ligament that forced him to
miss all of last year.
Early in the year it looked
like he was not comfortable or
ready to play, but that has since
changed. He has had all five of
his goals in his last three games.
“Anytime that you lose one
of your top players it hurts,”
Ainscough said. “But it’s great
to have him back and playing
well.”
Jones credits his mid-season
resurgence to some pep talks
that he received from his
coaches, his family and, perhaps
most importantly, his room
mate, Kevin Kelly.
“(Kevin) basically made me
relax and remember that it’s all
a game,” Jones said.
PC will host Big East rival
West Virginia Saturday. Last
year, West Virginia topped the
Friars, 2-1, in Morgantown, VA.

Look for the
Cowl next week
for full coverage
of all the recent
Intramural
sports action!

At seventeen Danny found his primary skill
was hot-wiring cars. Fortunately for Danny someone
like you took an interest and turned him on to job
training. Danny chose the field he knew best —
cars. He’s now finished with probation and has
almost completed a course in auto mechanics.
Soon, Danny will be making good money and
paying taxes, and trouble is a distant memory.

LESS CRIME IS
NO ACCIDENT
It takes you — and programs that work.
Call 1-800-WE PREVENT, and we’ll send you
a free booklet on how you can support programs
in your community that keep kids away from
crime and crime away from kids.

www.weprevent.org

U.S. Department of Justice
Crime Prevention Coalition of America
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Back in the Swing
Women Near EC AC Berth;
Men Tune Up for Spring

By Gladys Ganiel ’99
Sports Staff

For the past few years,
women’s tennis teams from all
over New England have been
looking over their shoulders.
The Providence College
Lady Friars have been lurking
there, just on the verge of get
ting some big wins and joining
the upper echelon of New En
gland Jennis powers.
This could be the year the
Lady Friars finally overtake
their foes. The women have al
ready compiled a 6-1 record and
are on a roll after Tuesday’s 7-0
win over Tufts and weekend
wins over Fordham (5-2) and
Fairfield (7-0).
With three freshmen, a
sophomore, and two juniors
playing in the top six singles
positions, this year’s club has all
the exuberance of youth to go
with an abundance of talent. So
far, that has translated into the
team being selected as the first
alternate to the ECAC Champi
onship and has made them con
tenders for the New England
Championship.
“We’re a completely re
vamped team,” said Coach Carl
LaBranche. “We’re spending
the fall getting even with some
of the teams that beat us last
year.”
Leading the way has been
sophomore Alison Carton, who
has a 5-2 mark in the top singles
position. Carton has also been
teaming with junior Jessie
LeMasters in the number one
doubles spot.
Freshman Brooke Rubin has
been impressive, compiling a70 singles mark in the number
two and number three positions.
LeMasters is 5-2 in the number
two and three slots.
Freshman Lindsey Gillooly
and Gina Vlasek have been al
ternating in the four and five
positions. Junior Kim Bergin
has filled the sixth singles spot.
Carton said one of the team’s
goals for the fall was to be se

lected for the ECAC Champi
onship on Oct. 16-18. Only the
top 16 teams in the region make
the cut.
On Monday, LaBranche
found out that the Lady Friars
were picked 17th, missing the

Alison Carton ’01

mark by only one position. He
said a major reason PC was not
selected was because the Friars’
schedule doesn’t include many
of the elite teams in the region,
which extends from Maine all
the way to Virginia.
George Washington Univer
sity was taken instead of the
Friars, based mainly on results
from last spring. Of course, last
spring the Friars didn’t have
Rubin, Gillooly, Vlasek, or
Katie Lafayette, another fresh
man who has been a solid
doubles player with senior Katie
Burke.
“It’s not the fault of these
girls now, it’s the schedule and
how the team did last year. I
don’t have any objections to it
(not being selected). We’ll get
opportunities in the spring,”
said LaBranche.
For now, the Friars will fo
cus on their remaining matches
and peaking for the New En
gland Championships Oct. 2325. PC has also been invited to
the prestigious Brown Invita
tional, where they will get the
chance to test their mettle
against some of the top teams
in the region. The Friars have
not been invited to Brown in

years past.
Bergin said the team is ex
cited about the opportunities
that lie ahead.
“We’re much better than last
year. We’ve had a really good
start and we’re having a lot of
fun. Our goal now is to win
New Englands. We’ve been re
ally close for the past (wo
years,” she said.
Carton agreed.
“So far we’ve done every
thing we wanted to do. We
think we can win the rest of our
matches. Early in the year 1
think we were a little nervous
but now everyone is playing up
to their ability,” she said.
The only bump in the road
may be tendonitis in Gillooly’s
wrist. The freshman has con
tinued to hold her own despite
the pain and LaBranche expects
her to continue to recover.
The team is also looking
ahead to the spring season,
when they will play fewer
matches but will be competing
in the Big East Conference
championships. LaBranche
said the Big East is important
for the Friars, but he chose to
play the bulk of his team’s
matches in the fall because he
was such a young group of girls.
“Perhaps we are playing
more than we should this fall,
but I need to see them in com
petition. We’ll try to do better
at the Big East (in the spring),
and it should be exciting - we’ve
got a great group of kids. I
know they’ll be the kids who
change the (caliber of) teams we
play here at Providence Col
lege,” he said.
MEN’S RESULTS
The men’s team has played
in two tournaments thus far.
Since the men’s main focus is
the spring season, the fall tour
naments are scored individually
and used mostly as a tune-up for
the spring, culminating in the
Big East tournament.
LaBranche said the Friars
are smarting a bit from the
graduation of two of the best

players in the history of Provi strength for their next challenge,
dence tennis, Dylan Williams the ECAC championships OCT.
and Felipe Vivar. PC also lost 9-11. LaBranche expects the
its #6 singles man, Kevin Ryan, team to be ranked between 12
and 16 heading into the tourna
to graduation.
Senior Jamie Williams, ment which will be scored on a
Dylan's younger brother, has team basis.
“If we finish ninth in the
been called on to fill (he void.
Williams alternated with his ECAC’s we’ll be thrilled. 1
brother in the number one and know we’ve got a lot of work
two spots last year, and this year to do. You just don’t replace a
he opened up his season with a Felipe, a Dylan Williams, a
victory in the "A” singles Hight Kevin Ryan. Those kids are
once in a lifetime. But we’re
at the Swathmore Invitational.
Freshman Steve Prisco has still respected,” LaBranche
also been a welcome addition, said.
LaBranche said the team has
winning the “B” singles flight
the potential to improve and fin
at Swathmore.
The Friars were in action last ish as high as third in the Big
weekend at the Yale Invita East Conference this spring.
tional, where they were up The Friars have been third the
against Ivy Leahue competition past three years in a row.
He expects sophomore Paco
- which is among the best in the
region. The doubles team of Fabian to continue to play well
Chris Wolken and John Moog and battle Prisco for the num
ber two spot. Dressier and
Wolken, playing in the four and
five positions, both made the
finals in their flights al
Swathmore. Seniors Clemente
Tamariz. and Moog are in the
running for the sixth singles
position.
Williams realiz.es the entire
team has to rise to the occasion
to continue the men’s tradition
of dominance in the region.
“Every match is going to be
a battle. If we get fit, they’ll be
a chance. As long as we keep
our chins up, and make the
Jamie Williams ’99
most of what we’ve got, we’ll
do
okay. You never know when
went 2-1 in the “A” doubles
flight to highlight the trip. Else people are going to step up,” he
where the team found the go said.
Williams will be competing
ing considerably harder than it
in the prestigious Rolex indi
had been at Swathmore.
“We took a bit if a beating at vidual championships Oct. 30Yale,” said LaBranche. “It was Nov. 2. LaBranche said he may
also send the men’s top doubles
a wake-up call.”
It didn’t help matters when team, whichever two men it
Prisco got ill and had to go back turns out to be. For any other
to his home in Dedham, Mass., Friars to be qualified for Rolex,
to recover. Sophomore Keith they must pick up several wins
Dressier, who had made the fi over regionally ranked indi
nals in the “B” flight at the viduals.
Swathmore, was also away at
tending a family event.
The Friars hope to be at full

Next Match: Women vs.
Harvard, 10/6 at 3pm

PC Field Hockey Adjusts to New Coach; Starts Off 2-7
By Ryan Donaghy ’99
Sports Staff_________________

Different coach, different
style, different everything. The
1998 Friars field hockey team
has had to adapt to some pretty
significant changes over the
past couple of months.
Yet, the season’s record thus
far does not accurately reflect
just how successful the team has
been. Call it a rebuilding year,
call it a young team. Regardless,
the squad is making no excuses
for their performance because,
according to them, there are no
excuses to be made.
The first significant change
that had to be dealt with was that
of a new head coach. Jackie
Barto stepped down from the
position and passed.the baton
onto Bill Davidson, just three
days prior to the start of pre-sea
son. But Davidson feels any
thing but being left in the lurch.
Instead he feels as though he

was set up with a phenomenal erything seems different be practice and give it your all. He
squad.
cause of his new outlook. He is very fair and believes in giv
“Jackie has left me in a won has a new focus that we have ing everyone an equal opportu
nity. He is opening doors for the
derful position,” Davidson said. all adjusted to very well.”
“The team is polite, well-man
Senior captain Jamie new players by giving them
nered and a very coachable Shipman also shares a similar playing time.”
Davidson feels that his style
group of girls. I feel as though I admiration for Davidson.
have walked into a unit.”
“He is a great coach. He is was not all that different from
Davidson, a 1988 graduate of knowledgeable, experienced, last year’s.
“I am not only a coach, but
UMASS-Amherst, held coach and has a great attitude, the pair
ing positions at
so a teacher,” he
UC-Santa Barbara,
“I teach the
California
lamentals and
Polytech, and U.S.
the girls the opOlympic
and
nity to help
Hockey festivals
rs learn. 1 let
Davidson has
take responsi
taken what he has
bly for their learnlearned from these
ng. I give them
past positions and
feedback and direcimplemented his
and point them
style of coaching,
in the right direcwhich has been
warmly embraced
There were sup
posed to be five re
by his players.
The 1998 Squad
“We couldn’t
turning seniors, but
said one after another. “He that was not the case. Kate
have asked for a better coach
junior Erica Hebert said. “Ev makes you want to come to Lachapelle and Jen Demore

both had to withdraw from the
team because of injuries, and
Kristy Lyman was lost to soft
ball. This left the other two re
maining seniors, Shipman and
Mirandi Balg with big shoes to
fill. The two of them were
named captains and had the task
of leading this new squad, out
on the field. The 1998 team,
dominated by underclassmen,
has many new players who were
inexperienced for this level of
competition.
Even though their record
currently stands at 2-7 overall,
this does not seem to demon
strate the team’s performance.
Not one of these losses has been
over three points.
“We could have beaten
them,” Hebert said. “But we
were making little mistakes
such as mis-hits, lifted balls, and
turnovers. You just can’t make
these mistakes against top 20
teams such as UConn and
American.”
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1998 Fall Sports Previews
Women’s Soccer
Coach: Joe Crehan (1st Season)
Current Record: 1-7, 1-4 Bi£
last
'97 Record: 5-12-2, 0-10-1 Big
last
Top Returning Players: Melissa
Zrowley ’01, Jill Flanagan ’01
jhayna Ross ’00
Key Losses: Jessica Ramirez
Jesse Ricardo, Katie Pendleton
Top Newcomers: Kate Lyden
Meghan Trombly, Caitlyn Welsh
Jndsay Malloy

Field Hockey

Women’s Tennis

Coach: Bill Davidson (1st Sea
son)
Current Record: 2-7 , 1-1 Big
East
’97 Record: 11-10, 3-2 Big East
Top Returning Players: Breanne
Wojnarowicz ’01, Erica Hebert
’00, Mirandi Balg ’99, Jamie
Shipman ’99
Key Losses: Paula Wagoner,
Heather Koopman, Mollie
Costello, Jennifer D’Amore
Top Newcomers: Maggie
Hoffman, Suzanne Kohler, Alison
Martin

For up-to-the
minute re
sults, a list
of upcoming
events, and
ticket infor
mation, call
the PC Sports
Information
Hotline
❖

(401) 856INFO
Check out our
website for
updated
information at
www.friars.com

Top Returning Players: Alisor
Zarton ’01, Jessie LeMasters ’00
Kim Bergin ’00, Katie Burke ’99
Key Losses: Monica Martinez
Christina Martin, Cahira Castellin
Top Newcomers: Brooke Rubin
Tina Vlasek, Lindsey Gillooly
Katie Lafayette, Katie Enscoe
Jennifer D’Ambrosio

Men’s Tennis

Men’s Soccer
Coach: Brian Ainscough (4tJ
Season)
Current Record: 4-5-0
’97 Record: 3-15-0
Top Returning Players: Kevir
Tones ’01, John Costigan ’01, An
drew McConville ’00, Michae
Zisenhut ’00, Dan Pires ‘99
Key Losses: Juan Acevedo, Rob
ert Kruce, Andy MacDonald
Top Newcomers:
Kempes
Corbally, Thomas Blesso, Russel
Corner

Coach: Carl LaBranche
Current Record: 6-1
'97 Record: 12-11 (6-7 Spring)

Volleyball
Coach: Ken Nichols (2nd Season^
Current Record: 8-7
’97 Record: 14-6
Top Returning Players: Shery
Jones ’99, Melissa Crotty ’99
Colleen Lee ’00
Key Losses: Kristen Kam, Heid
Brady
Top Newcomers: Sarah Katingei
and Annie Celia

Coach: Carl LaBranche
Current Record: (Fall matches
)nly scored individually at this
:ime)
’97 Record: 18-6 (16-4 Spring)
Top Returning Players: Jamie
Williams ’99, Chris Wolken ’99
John Poloski ’99, Clemente
Tamariz ’99, John Moog ’99.
Keith Dressier ’01, Paco Fabiar
01, Chris Riccobono ’01
Key Losses: Dylan Williams
^elipe Vivar, Kevin Ryan
Top Newcomers: Steve Priscol
Chris Overzat

CLASSIFIED
Make Your Own Hours

Sell Kodak Spring Break
‘’99 Trips
Highest CommissionLowest Prices
No Cost To You

Travel Free including
food, drink &non-stop
parties!!!
World Class Vacations
1998 Student Travel
Planners
“Top Producer”
1-800-222-4432

Radio Disney is looking
for creative, motivated
interns. This is a great
opportunity to gain
experience in media sales
& promotions.
Be part of our team!
Call Krazey Kim at
(401)941-4700.

Spring Break ‘99!
Carnii'NtKifiHriiaMwAiT
Acapulco*Bahamas
Cruise* Florida
*South Padre

Travel Free and make
lots of Cash!
Top reps are offered fulltime staff jobs.
Lowest price Guaranteed.
Call now for details!
www.classtravel.com
800/838/6411

EARN EXTRA
INCOME

$250+ weekly mailing
discount coupons. For
more information send a
self-addressed stamped
envelope to : AAA,
Dept.2, P.O. Box 5679,
Hollywood, FL 33023.

Spring Break ‘99- Sell
Trips, Earn Cash & Go
Free!!
Student Travel Services
is now hiring campus
reps/group organizers.
Lowest rates to Jamaica,
Mexico & Florida. Call
1-800-648-4849.
MAKE EASY
MONEY!
GO ON SPRING
BREAK FOR FREE!

USA Spring Break offers
Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica and Florida
packages and is currently
accepting application for
campus sales
representatives.
Call 1-888-SPRINGBREAK

SPRING BREAK
Cancun, Florida,
Jamaica, South Padre,
Bahamas, Etc . .
Best Hotels, Parties,
Prices, Book Early and
Save!!
Earn Money + Trips!
Campus Reps/
Organizations Wanted
Call Inter-Campus
Programs
1-800-327-6013
www.icpt.com

If You would like to
advertise with the
Providence College
Cowl please call us at
401-865-2214
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Despite the fact that Providence’s Cross Country teams
place well in the national standings year in and year out,
they still might not get the attention
some other big market sports enjoy.
Nevertheless, that hasn’t stopped the Friars from...
By Ben Nadeau ’00
Sports Staff

Ask yourself this one simple
question before you read this ar
ticle: when it comes to PC
sports, what kind of school are
we?
Basketball? Hockey?
Well, in regards to popular
ity and attention from the stu
dent body, those are probably
correct. But as far as success is
concerned, the basketball and
hockey programs don’t seem to
measure up to the one program
that always seems to keep on
winning-seemingly without
any recognition: cross country.
So now, the Cowl brings you
the Providence College men’s
and women’s cross country pre
views and season news.
The PC women harriers, led
by coach Ray Treacy, opened
the season ranked #6 in the na
tion, but they’ve proven to be
better than that already with
three team wins less than a
month into the season.
With senior Sarah Dupre

Dupre, who earned two All
America honors last year (cross
country and indoor track), was
the top PC finisher in all seven
meets last year, culminating
with a 12th place finish at the
NCAA Cross Country Champi

ships last year, and is expected
to contribute even more this sea
son. Thus far, she has 6th, 3rd,
and 5th team place finishes in
each meet.
Sophomores Rachel Hixson
and Stephanie O’Reilly are also

from last year’s NCAA District
I Championship team, which
also placed 16th at the NCAA
Championships. After settling
for a second place finish at BIG
EASTs last year, the team looks
to regain that title, which would
be their third in four years. The
team is also hoping for a top ten
finish at the NCAA Champion
ships at the end of November.
Top BIG EAST competition
will come from Georgetown
and Notre Dame.
The captain this year is se
nior Zach Ventress, who was the
Friars’ top finisher in the New
England Championship last
year. He currently has placed
4th on the team in both races
this season.
Noad is continuing his pace
EAST rivals, Villanova and of last year, winning both races
Georgetown. The women are he has run this season. He
currently training for the New earned All-America honors last
England Championship which year after placing 18th at the
will be held on October 16th at NCAA Championship. At BIG
EASTs, he has improved each
Franklin Park in Boston, MA.
The men’s squad has been year, with a second place finish
solid early, as well. It has last year. Look for him to pos
moved up from its pre-season sibly place in the top ten of the
ranking of#l4 nationwide to#6 NCAA Championship this year.
Senior Rick Bush has shown
after a successful first month of
even more improvement this
year as PC’s third scorer in both
the season.
Senior meets. He placed 18th at BIG
Ben Noad EASTs and was the team’s 4th
and junior scorer al the NCAA Champion
Keith Kelly ship last year.
got things
Junior Keith Kelly has the
rolling, tak potential for All-America hon
ing the first ors this year after becoming the
two places New England champion in the
in the sea 5000m and the IC4A 10,000m
son opener champion in the outdoor track
al UNH, season last spring. Kelly has
leading PC been the team’s second finisher
to a con- in both meets this season.
Senior Carl Mauro,
vi ncing
win over Morrissey, sophomore Ciaran
U N H , Lynch, and freshmen Dermot
Maine, and Galvin and Paul Reilly will
Northeast compete for the remaining top
ern.
PC spots on the squad.
Treacy feels that Mauro will
followed
with a win reach his potential this year, re
r/wiaaj'A vunrert rr at the BoS- gaining the form that brought
ton Cross him success during his fresh
Country Festival. Led by jun mantrackseason. He scored for
ior Larry Morrissey, the team the team at the NCAA District I
easily outdistanced BC, who and national Championships
last year. Morrissey is running
placed second.
The team fought off North well this year, already having
ern Arizona and 19 other won one meet. Lynch was the
schools for the Roy Griak In New England J.V. champ last
vitational title in Minneapolis, year as a freshman, and barring
Minnesota. Noad took first injury, should be in the scoring
place outright, defeating mix consistently. Coach Treacy
former high school national may be excited about the fresh
champion Matt Downin of men this year, considering their
Wisconsin by----------------- —------------- ip e r f o r m a n c e s
thus far. Galvin
seven seconds.
has scored in
In JV action,
each meet so far,
junior
new
and Reilly is not
comer Patrick
far off, consis
Conway led the
tently in the 6th
Friars to a sec
and 7th spot.
ond place finish
Both teams go
at the Central
deep,” assistant
Connecticut Incoach
Andy
v i t a t i o n a 1.
Ronan
said.
Kevin Donnelly
“With a large
and
Patrick
umber of veterDoyle
also
ns returning,
placed in the
ombined with
ten.
he extremely
The men’
alented freshteam is return
ing four of
this promfive scorers
___ to be a very
Gladys Ganiel 99
exciting, year.”

6th.

The team hopes to bring a
4th consecutive BIG EAST title
to the school and are gunning
for a top 5 finish at the NCAA
Championships, but they’ll
have to get by their two top BIG

Running Silent,
Running Deep
onships.
She’s continued her success
this season, winning two of
three meets this season, placing
second in the Roy Griak Invita
tional, one second behind the
winner.
Another senior who will be
finishing up a successful career
is Gladys Ganiel. A member of
the 1995 NCAA Cross Country

98 Friars together after a meet at the Ray Gru
leading the way, the female Championship team, Ganiel
squad has posted perfect scores scored in all seven races she ran
in winning the Central Con last year. This season she has
necticut Invitational and the placed 3rd, 5th, and 2nd. She
URI Invitational.
very possibly could be an All(Any team’s top five finish American this season. Not that
ers score in any given meet. The she is new to that status, though.
score is determined by adding Ganiel was named GTE first
up the places of those runners. team Academic All-America
For example, ifa team takes the last fall, accumulating a 3.97
firstfive positions—places first GPA during her first three years
through fifth the score would be here at PC. She’s worked her
15:1+2+3+4+5)
_______________ way up the
The women
3TE ladder,
then traveled to
:arning third
earn honors
Minnesota where
n 1996 and
they won their
second team
third consecutive
lonors
in
Roy Griak Invita
1997.
tional title, defeat
Junior
ing 17 other
Dana
schools, including
Ostrander is
nationally ranked
1 crucial ele
Northern
ment to this
ArizonaUniversity
year’s team.
by eight points.
She scored
What did all this
for the team
mean at the polls?
en route to
A rise to #3 na
the team’s
tionally, trailing
6th place fin
only
Brigham
ish in the
Young
and
Keith Kelly ’00
NCAA
Stanford
ChampionUniersities.

returning. Hixson became one
of the biggest surprises in the
nation last year, regularly fin
ishing in the #2 sport for the
Friars and placing 44th overall
at the NCAA Championships.
She also ran for the US
World Junior Cross Country
Team at the World Champion
ships in Morocco last Decem
ber. She’ll be looked upon

heavily to contribute to this
year’s success. In her two meets
this season, she has placed sec
ond to Dupre, only a second off
of her teammate’s pace each
time.
O’Reilly had a very solid
freshman year in which she con
sistently was among the team’s
top seven runners. At the
NCAA Championships, she
was the team’s sixth runner.
This year, she has picked up
right where she left off, placing
4th, 6th, and 4th on the team for
the first three races.
Another sophomore, but in
her first year at Providence, is
Francine Darroch. Early indi
cations are favorable for the
transfer from West Virginia
University, as she has been
among the team’s top seven per
formers thus far.
Heather Cappello and Claire
Shearman are newcomers as
well. Cappello has placed 5th,
4th, and 3rd team place finishes
in all three meets this year.
Shearman was the New En
gland Prep Cross Country
Champion last year, and is mak
ing an impact this year with
team placements of 8th, 7th, and
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Title IX Enters Eleventh Hour
Board of Trustees to Decide New Athletic Budget;
Future of Several Teams Unclear
By Ken Martin ’99
Sports Editor

A plan to modify the Providence Col
lege athletic budget by the school’s sub
committee on gender equity this week
may place the future of several sports
teams in jeopardy, a source within the
Athletic Department indicated on Tues
day.

Cover Story
The proposal is supposed to be sent
to the college’s Board of Trustees later
in the week, and a vote is expected on
Monday, the source said.
The sub-committee’s proposal stems
from pressure on the college to comply
with Title IX, an amendment to Title VII
of the 1965 Civil Rights Act which

prohibited discrimination based on race,
color, religion, national origin, or sex.
Title IX stipulates that the percentage of
athletes who are women and the money
that is allotted to those athletes must sub
stantially mirror the general student
population of an institution.
Providence College, which has a
population ratio of 55 percent women to
45 percent men, does not, at present time,
meet Title IX standards within its ath
letic budget. The actual allocation of
funds is approximately 53 percent for
men and 47 percent for women. As a
result. Providence is currently not in
compliance with Title IX standards.
There are two possible scenarios in
which the college can deal with this
discrepancy. First, the school can in
crease the funding of women sports un
til it is in compliance; or funding for
men’s teams can be cut and redistributed

to women’s teams.
“There is a definite possibilty that
Providence College Athletics may lose
one or more sports as a result of a fail
ure to comply with Title IX standards,”
said the source close to the athletic de
partment, speaking on the condition of
anonymity. “(Title IX) isn’t a NCAA
law, it isn’t a school law, it is a federal
law. The school has to comply with it.”
The twenty-five year old federal law
has recently been in the news with many
colleges and universities across the coun
try. Most recently, Brown University
was forced to submit a plan to reach pro
portionality as they came under fire from
a female athlete who had filed a discrimi
nation suit against the institution.
Brown’s plan for compliance in
volved a reduced amount of male oppor
tunities on varsity sports teams, and an
increase in female slots. The result was

Volleyball Hits Hot Streak;
Digs in for Big East Schedule
leen Lee leads the team in assists (452)
and aces (21). Freshmen Sarah Katinger
and Annie Celia have contributed, as
well. Katinger leads the team in kills

By John Zilch ’01
Sports Staff

Up and down—or, perhaps, down
and up—might be a good way to de
scribe the Providence women’s volley
ball season, thus far.
PC lost its first four games of the sea
son, dropping three matches at the South
Florida Invitational Tournament in early
September, and one more against Arkan
sas-Little Rock on Sept. 11.
Since then, however, PC has col
lected two wins at the Manhattan (NY)
Tournament on September 18th and has
compiled a 7-3 record.
PC also beat Holy Cross, 3-0, during
its semi-hot streak, allowing the Crusad
ers just four points (45-4) in a straight
games victory.
The following weekend, the Friars
finished second in the Dartmouth Invi
tational Tournament.
Even more recently, things have been
looking up for the Friars.
Northeastern, which had a 14-1
record, visited Alumni Hall Tuesday
night., but the Husky’s record didn’t
seem to matter much to the Friars,
though.
In the second meeting between the
two teams this year, PC defeated the
Huskies 3-1.
Northeastern was the only team to
defeat Providence (3-0) at the Manhat
tan Tournament.
During this streak several players
have shined, and PC has seemed solid al
every position. The Friars success has
been aided by consistent play from se
nior captains Sherryl Jones and Melissa
Crotty and junior captain Colleen Lee.
Jones, who picked up her 1000th career
kill this season, has played very steady
at the outside hitter position; Melissa
Crotty has 17 blocks on the season; Col
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Colleen Lee ’00
(136) and digs (193). Celia’s tied for
second on the team with 93 kills and has
recorded 109 digs. Sophomores Heidi
Filippi and Samantha Lennon have also
played solidly.
Tuesday night’s victory over North
eastern could signify a more mature
Providence squad.
And that maturity comes at an oppor
tune time, seeing that Providence’s Big
East schedule starts this weekend. The
Friars host Georgetown on Saturday and
Villanova on Sunday. Both games are
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to start at 1pm.
Last year, PC’s struggles in the Big
East portion of its schedule dismantled
a season that appeared to be promising,
according to coach Ken
Nichols
“Last year we were
very strong, very early,”
the second-year coach
said. “The problems hit
when we got to the Big
East. Right now we’re
100 percent healthy and
the team is gelling nicely.”
Every league game
will be vital to PC, ac
cording to Nichols.
“The Big East is our
main objective,” he said.
“We are solely interested
in getting to the Big East
Tournament, and we have
to pick up 6 or 7 wins in
order to feel comfortable
in getting there. 1 feel as
if the top six spots are up
for grabs. Notre Dame is
starting to show weak
ness, so everyone is vul
nerable.”
After falling apart en
tering the Big East portion
of its schedule last season,
can PC remain confident
entering October?
It is possible, according to Lee and
Crotty.
“We have an incredible amount of
talent,” Crotty said. “If everyone is play
ing 100 percent, I think we’ll do awe
some and make the Big East tourna
ment.”
“We have a talented team, but a
young team,” Lee added. “We’re 7-7,
and I think we’ll do real well. On top of
that, I think the Big East is up for grabs
so everyone has a shot.”
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a loss of athletic scholarships for male
athletes.
In Ohio, Miami University was
forced to eliminate three men’s varsity
sports and redistribute the money saved
to female sports. It chose to eliminate
wrestling, track, and cross country.
Several years ago at nearby Univer
sity of New Hampshire, the school
phased out their baseball program. In
fact, the last game was played in 1996.
Based on the previous plans to re
solve Title IX compliance problems, it
is hard to see Providence College in
creasing funding to women’s sports
without having to affect any men’s ath
letics.
Currently baseball is the most expen
sive non-revenue producing sport that
Providenc has; however, both men’s and
women’s sports are vulnerable to the
budget plans of the sub-committee.

Lucky
&
Good
Soccer Beats
Syracuse and URI
By Joe Valenzano ’00
Sports Staff

Sometimes it just takes one lucky
break to get things going in the right di
rection.
For the Providence men’s soccer team
that break came during an overtime game
at Syracuse last Sunday as sophomore
midfielder John Costigan scored the
game winner in overtime.
Tuesday PC got another break—this
time luck didn’t play much of a role—
when the Friars resoundingly beat URI,
4-0, on Glay Field.
The game started off slowly, neither
team able to score during the first 40
minutes. It took a goal by Andrew
Bussman at 42:24 to break the ice—and
apparently Rhody’s confidence, as well.
That was the only goal of the first half,
however it shattered URI. They came
out flat in the second half, and the Friars
immediately took advantage when
Michael Eisenhut passed to Chris
Holterhoff for the second goal of the
game at 50:43.
The Friars never looked back.
PC scored two more goals in the sec
ond half, one by team scoring leader
Kevin Jones, and the other by Russell
Corner.
The win was the latest in a four game
win streak for the Friars, which included
PC’s first ever win against Harvard.
After the emotional overtime win
against the Orangemen, the Friars pulled
off another Big East victory against Pitts
burgh this past Sunday. It marked the
first time since 1984 that Providence had
won consecutive Big East matches.
What makes this stretch apparently
even more satisfying for PC is that it
started immediately after the Friars were
embarrassed St. John’s, 8-0, on Septem
ber 18th.
“I don’t think that the St. John’s game
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